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position now much more tban in years
gone by, so that there is some stop to
the indiscriminate granting of licenses
throughout the State. My view is that
we should educate public opinion. I
have told the temperance people that it
is the only way they can get a change
in the licensing laws that will be
beneficial to the people, for then it
will be carried out by public opinion,
which would be better than legislating
against public opinion. We may deplore
the curse of drink, but at the same time
we cannot get people to change their
ideas, except by appealing to their reason-
ing faculties. With regard to the pro-
posed Arbitration Act Amendment Bill,
we cannot Say whether it will be a
needful rni'asure or not at present; but
at present the Act is being administered
in a most efficient way. I regret to see
some of the expressions of opinion
emanating in certain quarters regarding
a Judge presiding over the Arbitration
Court; but I believe from what I read
a few days ago they are changing their
opinions, and seeing that the Judge is
endeavouring to administer the Act in
accordance with the spirit of the law and
justice and right to both parties. I cer-
tainlv think that the Judge is a man well
acquainted with the law and with busi-
ness, and he is satisfactory to the dis-
inter-ested people in the State.

Bog. M. L. Moss: It is a very thank-
less position to fill.

Hor. G-. RANDELLi: I think it is
desirable, if we can do so by any means,
to secure the construction of the Fort
Hedland railway. Port Hedland. is a
useful little port that a vessel can get
into very easily; and I feel certain that
there is a large amount of mineral wealth
in the country to be served by the rail-
way. Development will follow the con-
struction of the hune. It will be of
immense advantage to that part of the
country, whilst it will advance the
interests of the southern part of the
State. We must also take into con-
sideration the isolation of that district.
If we can by any means arrive at a fair
and reasonable arrangement to construct
the line, no member of this House will
hesitate to support it. We have sufficient
lawyers here with knowledge and skill.
Similar work for a syndicate has been
too much for one of the ablest men

in this country, but every care should
be taken that the agreement should be
fair, and that it should be carried out.
If we can do that, I do not see any great
difficulty in securing a proper agreement
for the construction of the line. At anyv
rate Parliament will be afforded an oppor-
tunity of considering it; and if the pro-

F osal when it comes before us is on the
ines indicated in the Governor's Speech,
I think it will be satisfactory. I do not
know anything that looks better on paper
than th proposal there set forth; and if
these proposed arrangements are) carried
out, I think nothing but good will be the
result. There are some members who
know better, perhaps, the potentialities of
the State: we certainly ought to develop
that district. We are placed in Parlia-
ment as members charged with the care
of the interests of the whole of the State,
and our endeavour should be to foster and
help in developing as fax as we can all the
interests of the State.

On motion b 'y HoN. 0. E. DEMPSTER,
debate adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 18 minutes

past 9 o'clock, until the next day.
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2, By-laws passed by the Municipalities
of IFrem antis and North Perth. 3, Copies
of Orders in Council authorising certain
transfers under the Audit Act. 4, Report
of the Education Department for 1904.

QUESTJON-JANDAKOT RAILWAY,
LENGTH AND COST.

Ma. N. J. MOORE asked the Minister
for Works: r, What is the total length
of the Jandakot Railway completed?
2, The cost of same ?

THa MINISTER FOR WORKS re-
plied: i, Rails laid to Jandakot Hall, the
present terminus, a distance of 6j inibs
from Robb's Jetty, but works are not
yet complete. 2, Up to June 30th last,
X19,913.

QUESTION-MIDLAND RAILWAY
COMPANY'S SHARES.

MaL. GILL (for Mr. Thomas) asked
the Premier: r, Have the 200,000 issued
shares of the Midland Company still a
liability upon them of £5 per sbaie, and
if so, in the event of purchase, will the
Government have the right to call up the
£5 per share ? 2, In the event of this
liability not existing, in what way and
under what authority was it cancelled ?

THE PREMIER replied: i, The
Government has no information relating
to the share capital of the company other
than that which has been laid upon the
table. The offer of sale relates solely to
the railway and lands described in the
correspondence. 7., The Government has
no information.

ADDRESS-IN-R.EPLY.
FIFTH DAY OF DEBATE.

Resumed from the previous day.
MR. R. G. SURGES (York): In rising

to support the amendment to the Address-
in-Reply, which is a vote of no-confidence
in the present Ministry. I do not think I
need speak more than five minutes, after
hearing the speech of tbe member for
North Perth (Mr. F. TF. Wilson) last
night. That member gave the whole
show away for the Government by going
on one platform altogether-unionism,
unionism from beginning to end. That
is why wre have moved this motion of
want-of-confidence on this side of the
House. [MR. HENsH~w: Now it is
coming out.) It must be unsatisfactory

to the electors of this State to have a
Government only pledged to one opinion
and with only one plank-self, from
beginning to end. It is little use my
repeating the statement of the member
for North Perth. It was the same thing
from end to end. If the Government
believe in their policy, why do not some
of the Ministers get up and defend it,
instead of sitting there like dumb asses ?
It is proof to the public and proof to the
House that they have no confidence in
themselves. We had the hon. member
for East Fremantle on the question of
preference to unionists. How can any
people under British rule support such
an idea as preference to one class. What
about others? I suppose they will be
wiped out. of existence. The member for
Perth did not go far enough last night
in showing the injustice of legislation
which we may expect from this so-called
party-I do not wish to use the word
Labour party at all. It is absurd that
we should have one party legislating in
this country for themselves alone. I am
astonished that some members who have
been elected to do their duty can support
the policy of the present Government.
We have to deal with the planks of the
political Labour party. One great
champion of the Labour cause called
members on this side of the Rouse idiots
or fools. I should like to know what
that member has done for the country
that he assumes the right to call members
sitting on the Opposition side idiots or
fools. I will not take an insult from any
member on the Government side. [THE
PREMIER: Who was this?] The mnem-
ber for Hannans (Mr. Nelson). I was
surprised that the Premier allowed such
a remark to pass. I know the Speaker
could not have heard it or he would have
brought the member to book. I challenge
any member on the Government side or
any Minister to say that I have ever
insulted them in their offices. [THE;
PREMIER: I never heard the remark.]
I could have dealt trenchantly and
severely' with one member of the Ministry;
but I have not done so. We have been
charged with going up and down the
country abusing Ministers and Govern-
ment supporters, but we have to come to
the House to hear abuse. I have shown
every respect to Ministers, and I challenge
them to say that I have ever done any-
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thing else. It is want of respect on the
part of Ministers to allow such a remark
to pass unnoticed as they did the other
day. Let me read the planks of the
Labour party; but I do not call them
any party. Let them call themselves
more liberal or more democratic or
whatever they like; but this is what
they, are instructed to carry out. We see
a lot about the Congress. Last week a
lot appeared in the newspapers; but I do
not know what may come of it. This
appeared in the West Australian of July
17th: " Political Labour Congress."
"'rho Party's Objective." 'Nine Fight-
ing Planks." T1hen there is" "The Fight-
ing Platform," which is as follows-i,
Effective reform of the Upper House. 2,
Tax on unimrproved land values without
exemption. 3, Nonalienation of Crown
Lanads. 4, Old age pensions. 5, Depart-
mental construction of public work." I
will refer members to the Government
report directly, signed by the chairman,
the member for Beverley. The Colonial
Secretary was also a member of the body.
The report dealt with the day-labour
question, and I will deal with what is
stated there. Then there is "Limitation
of State borrowing, except for reproduc-
tive works." That will be carried out.
"Maximum eight hours day. " That is
another plank, if carried out in its en-
tirety, will not be satisfactory. "National-
isation or mnunicipalisation of the liquor
traffic." That is advisable; it wants
reforming; we want the present laws
carried out. " Graduated income tax."
" Constitution of Political Labour Party."
We know the present Government
are bound to carry out that platform
or there will soon be dissension among
the party. That is where I take my stand
on this side in regard to the no-confidence
motion. There are 22 members on the
Government side bound to the political
caucus and the political Labour party.
We heard these members squabbling
among themselves the other (lay. Accord-
ing to the newspapers there is trouble;
and occasionally members go to their con-
stituents and take a free and independent
stand. Quite right too. T am glad to
see that some of the Labour members
have manhood enough to state what
they believe. That shows that we who
take the liberal side of politics-[MR.
BOLTON: What fl-memibers may laugh,

but I can assure them we can give
members opposite a policy which is more
liberal than theirs, and it will not be a
one-man policy, neither will it be a policy
of " nine fighting planks." What is to
become of the old men if all work is to be
carried out departmentally'? It means
that if work is carried out by day labour
the old people who cannot do a full day's
work will have to starve or be provided
with peijions. [MR. GILL: Does not
contract work do away with the
old men?] That is the idea of
Ministers and those who support
them, to keep all the work to themselves.
They will only allow so many boys to
work in a factory or in a&mine. An article
appeared in a newspaper on the goldfields
the other day, which showed that the
young men could get no work. Young lads
ought to be trained to work in the mines,
yet they are not allowed to work; and
the old men are being starved out. They
will have to go to the Government for a
paltry £ 10 a year. [MR. GILL: Old age
pensions.] What is £10 or £916-for
that is the amuount to which the pension
has been increased in New Zealand?
Old men are shut out of work by the
laws, and all they can get is £10 or.l5a,
year. If the legislative ideas of members
on the Government side are carried
out, instead of keeping out the so-called
"chows" or foreign labour, every-
thing in Australia will be so degraded that
the sooner we introduce the Japs. and the
"chows" to settle the country, the better,

because I am sure no people born inde-
pendent as the Britishers are will ever
submit to live under such rule as is tried
to be forced upon the country by the
Government now in power. As regards
the railway works carried on in the
country, I think that the course adopted
has been an unsatisfactory one. FL-om
statements in our possession we find that
there is nothing like the balance from
the railway receipts this year that there
has been in previous years, and of course
it is very easily to be accounted for.
[MEMBER: Labour party.] Yes; the
Labour party. The late Minister for
Railways has published a statement. He
did not. want to publish the statement,
but any man going about the count-y
and seeing what was going on must have
kn 'own that money was wasted all over
the railways. The Minister cannot deny
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the statement that the Commissioner of
Railways sent word in that he bad about
500O men who were not required, and
that the works could stand over for the
next two or three years. rMEMBERsio
What are you quoting fromP] I am
quoting from the Mforing Herald and the
Wedt Autralian, if the hon. member would
like. I know more about these papers
because I have not shut my eyes to what
is going on in the country. We have
these unemployed put on. I do not
object to that if there be proper work for
them. The Treasurer, or the Acting
Treasurer who was here then, must be
answerable for most of this. It is very
well to shut out the Minister for Rail-
ways, and throw the whole blame upon
him, hut the Acting Treasurer is really
responsible for the state of affairs. What
do we find? We find men put on all
over the country. We carry on about 16
or 18 miles duplication of railway. Why
should that be carried on, if it is not
necessary ? If it were necessary to put
the men on, why did not the Govern-
ment show some foresight and go
and rigsome of these areas, or
put tank down in the country that
would make some reproductive works,
sad not go and spend money three or
four years before it is wanted, in making
work which is notof a reproductive nature,
work which will not make more work?
We want a Government in this country
to develop public works, settle l-and, open
up mines, or develop the timber that will
make work for the people, and not go and
spend money digging holes and filling
them up again. That is what they have
been doing. They have had men all over
the country- doing work, and who is re-
sponsible for that ? We find that this
work is carried on throughout the coun-
try, that a6 certain amount is voted ,
perhaps half enough, and the work goes
on for the time, but they find that they
have not enough money to carry it out,
the men are sent away perhaps 50 or 100
miles, and knocked off altogether, and
within two or three weeks they are back
again. This goes on. If this be the ad-
mninistration which hon. members told us
last year they were going to carry out--
they said they bad always been advocat-
ing economy in administration, close ad-
ministration-I have no idea what it is.
I know that if any commercial firm were

to carry on business in that way, that
firm would soon be in the bankiruptcy
court. I consider it scandalous that this
sort of thing should go on. I do not
know who is answerable for it. I could
bring five or six officers from the depart-
ment, and they told me that was the
reason. I saw the man in charge of the
work and be told me the same thing. It
appears that if too much money is voted
and not spent, they have to make a6 return
on the whole matter, which they say very
often involves a considerable amount of
work. So there is something wrong in
this administration. They were going to
revise the administration and they have
bad twelve months to do it in, but things
seem to be worse now than ever. This
was the Minister,'s statement:-

My instructions to the Commnissioner at
that time were to keep every nmnemployed
wherever neceaxary work had to be done.

But the Commissioner said this work
could stand over for three or four years.

Not a single mana's services were dispensed
with until loan moneys became available,
when we transferred shout 280 men on to loan
work.
I have always stated with reference to
this that it is not a satisfactory way of
putting on unemployed. There is plenty
of other work in this country on which
men could be engaged without being
put on certain work before that work is
required. As regards finance I have not
a copy of the figures, but I may just give
my ideas with reference to the subject.
Last year we had nearly the whole of the
vote for rabbit-proof fencing transferred
to loan account, and we had a much
smaller vote for public works than in the
previous year, and even that vote was not
all expended. We had a revenue of
pretty well the same amount as last year,
and what is the state of the financesF
After all I have heard from other
members it does not appear plain to me
what has become of the money. There
has been an expenditure of £020,000 or
X30,000 less on rabbit fencing alone
out of revenue, There has also, I
say, been a less sum than before voted
for public works, and that has not
all been expended. I have looked at the
matter all along, and cannot see where this
money that has been saved in one place
has been spent in another, and how it is
we have a deficit. As regards this deficit
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the member for North Perth CMr. F. F.
Wilson) tried to explain last night, but
it was a very poor explanation. In any
financial business if a man had a thousandl
pounds over his estimate at the end of
the year he would be perfectly justified
in spending it. The hon. member said
the late Government had spent X148,000
more than they received. We know the
last Government had faults. They
brought in Bills which ought never to
have been brought in, and they made
mistakes in their financial work, but they
accomplished much good. The present
Government have got into a worse state
tha-never. According to their own state-
ment there was a surplus of X83,000, and
they show a deficit of £46,000, roughly
speaking. People cannot shut their eyes
and ears to what is going on. I have
shown how the work is shut down because
the Government cannot carry on. Is it
not scandalous that the public money
should be wasted in that way? I hope
every member is determined to do his
duty in this House, and consider the
position when we come to a vote on this
question. It appears that why the posi-
tion is not satisfactory is that lots of men
have been put off works, lots of things
have been stopped that should have gone
on, because the Government said they
could not meet the expenditure or bring
down a satisfactory state of finance before
the end of the year. [MR. BOLTON: YOU
have just complained there are too many
kept on.] Yes. But why were they put
on when they were not wanted P 1 have
given these reasons, and I cannot help
the bion. member if he cannot understand
them. [ME. BOLTON: I TCannot.] It is
quite plain enough. I have always said
this money should be spent on- works
of a reproductive nature, that would have
made more work, and not be put on work
which anyone knows is not required. Not
only that, hut I know from officers that
purchases should have been made. [MR.
BOLTON: Land purchase?]l Never mind
about the land purehese. I myself am
speaking now. The hon. member can speak
afterwards about land purchases. It is not
land purchase at all. I am not going to
mention exactly what purchases, because
if I mentioned where I got the informnation
from, those men would be marked men.
But such has been the case. The other
day a man told me of a, certain purchase

he made for a department. "'Yes," said
his superiors, ,you can makre that pur-
chase; but the money must be back into
the Treasury before the 30th June." I
challenge contradiction of that statement.
I have not come here to make un-
truthful statements, but simply to state
what I have heard, and what I believe to
he true.

Tns Prmnz: Give us the facts, so
that we may investigate them.

MR. BURGES : I will not. I stall
not give facts which will get other people
into trouble. I know those statements
are true. [Tnterjections by Labour mem-
bers.) Let hon. members continue to
interject. I have done one thing, if I
have done nothing else: I have made the
dumb speak. I have already explained
the unsatisfactory state of the finances.
With all the revenue the Government
have had, with all their close adminis-
tration that they have promised us, with
their economy anid their mark-time policy,
the finances are now in a worse state than
in the time of the preceding Government.
As to the contemplated Midland Railway
purchase I shall not say much. It is a
matter of opinion who should take up the
subject, the discussion having apparently
been postponed with the consent of both
sides of the House. But I think the
Government have been bought and sold
very often. They have been outwitted in all
important matters during the last 12
months; and the most extraordinary
feature of thisMidland business isthat Mr.
Gardiner went out with the Government
officials to value the land. What business
hadhetogo? [MEMBER: Consider who he
is.] Never mind who he is. If he is King
Edward's son, no matter. With all the
ability be has displayed, he seems to have
far too much knowledge of what is now

go-ing on. The other day he had to back
up the Premier's statement as to the

I finances, It reminds me of a remark in
a play: "I do not know what to make
out of it, but it is rather queer." Why
was Mr. Gardiner sent outF The
Minister for Lands ought to know. Is
that the usual procedure, that the man
interested in making out the best case he
can for the property shall go out with
Government officials to value it ? that he
shall go out with men who do not want
him-the Surveyor General, who knows
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everything about the country, and the
manager of the Agricultural Bank ?

Mn. BOLTON:. Do you think the Gov-
ernment sent out Mr. Gardiner?

Mn. BURGES: Why did they let him
goP At any rate, they sanctioned his
gongw. He had no business there at all.
The thing does not look well on the face
of it. It shows that the Government are
not smart enough; that they are bought
and sold every day.

THE PREMIER: So that there may
be no misapprehension, I should like the
hon. member either to withdraw or to
explain the remark that the Government
are bought and sold every day. I do not
think he means anything so offensive as
the words convey; but it would be better
if he were to make his meaning very plain.

Mn. SPEAKER: I do not understand
the hon. member to impute any improper
motives; but if objection is taken to his
statement, I think he had better with-
draw it.

MR. BURGES:- Most certainly I with-
draw it. I did not mean it in that sense
at all. But T will put it in this way: I
cannot help thinking that other people
have more ability than the members of
the Government. I shall1 withdraw that
if the Premier likes;i and I will not say,
a-s the Premier said the other day, "T will
withdraw it, and will prove it after-
wards."

THE PREMIER.: You cannot say so.
MIR. BURGES:- There are lots of

things of which I have an idea, but
which I cannot prove- I am making a
statement only in a general way. As to
the Collie coal, the Premier did not think
it worth while to mke a reference in the
Governor's Speech. A Royal Commis-
sioner was appointed to investigate the
subject-si man of great experience, at at
"high salary. His report must have been
completed long ago, and it was only duo
to the Houseadto the country, aftr all
the correspondence that has passed re-
garding the coal, that the mnatter should
have been mentioned in the Speech, and
the report of the Commissioner furnished
to the House. I do not think it has
been.

MR. BOLTON: It is under your hand.
Mn. BURGES: I have not heard that

anyone has seen it. I know it is wanted
for reference.

THE MINISRn FOR WORKS: It is on
the table of the House.

MnR. BURGES: It so, only for the last
day or two.

THE lfMISTER won Li-ns: It ws
presented on the first day of the session.

Mn. BURtGES:. Nothing has been said
of it in the Speech, though the use of
Collie cjoal on the railways and elsewhere
concerns many of the workers, capitalists,
and farmers in this country. The Com-
missioner made tests of coal, but did not
make proper tests. The tests were made
in this district, along the coast where
there is always a sea breeze, where the
climate was unfavourable to the acci-
dental firing of the country. There
had been a cold winter, cold damp
nights throughout the year, Why were
not those tests made up-country, as
they should have been; and then the
Commissioner could have given us a fair
and reasonable report as to why the rau-
ways should butn out people and ruin
them as they did last year? There were
other tests made of that coal. Have the
Government any report of them? If so,
it is a pity they did not make it publin.
These important tests aire made in secret,
in accordance with the methods of the
present Government. Everything is
kept secret. That was the method
throughout last session: the Govern-
mnent kept every thing up their sleeves.
That is not a satisfactory method of

-conducting a~ffairs in so large acountry
as this. The Premier, when at Kal-
goorlie with the Federal visitors, thinking
perhaps that the news would not filter
down here, said the Railway Department
intended to burn Collie coal there, that
everyone said they should burn it, and
that they would burn. it although they
muight ruin people. But I will ask the
Premier, through whoml I expect to get a
reply from the department, seeing that
the department had all this informnation,
why did they not make it public in this
part of the country at the time it was
Obtained, and give the people interested a
chance of rebutting the statements, in-
stead of waiting for winter to come round
once more? [MRn. HOLMAN: That was
made public.] I read all the papers, and
I never saw it. I can say, as one repre-
senting an agricultural district--[Mu.
BOLTON: Misrepresenting it] -let the
hon. member contest my electorate with

[ASSEMBLIT.] Amandinent.
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me and try whether he can get in to
represent it. I will tell the hon. member
that in this matter I represent not only
that part of the agricultural districts, but
other agricultural districts; and if he and
his friends wish to prove that. I who
have alreaody abandoned another House of
Pa~rliament to come here will give farther
proof of my sincerity by going into an-
other man's electorate, abandoning mine
to someone else, sad will prove that I
represent the agriculturists throughout
this country. [LaBoun Msxnnn: Go
down to Collie.] The hon. member.
knows I am not afraid. I will go to
Collie, or anywhere else. He and I never
came from ancestors who were afraid of
anything. If I loved to be idle, I could
have sat in the Upper House at my ease;
but I have tome here to represent my
constituents, and to do my duty to all
concerned, no matter what the con-
sequences may be.. I will now read from
the West Australian of the 14th July a
report of a deputation which waited the
other day on the Minister for Mines. It
is headed " The Collie Coal Trouble;
Deputation to the Minister." There is a
reference to Sir John Forrest, who started
mining at Collie; and no doubt coal-

mining there should be carried out, to
develop the industry, but not to ruin any
section of the community. The Govern-
ment should, while developing this
industry, make provision that on each
side of every new railway a wider strip
of land should be reserved, so as to
provide against sparks from Collie coal;
and this should also be done all through
those agricultural districts where Collie
coal is burnt, last year the matter was
brought before the Government. It is a
serious matter, not only to my district
but to the Northam district, andl to all
the districts along the Eastern Railway.
And how much greater will be the trouble
when the Government take over the
Midland Railway, if they work it with
Collie coal in that dry country! 1 will
ask the members for Beverley (Mr.
Harper), Gascoyne (Mr. Butcher), and
others from those districts who are not
now here-above all, the member for
Canning (Mr. Gordon)-he knows what
the consequences will be. They will
be far more serious in those districts
than in mine, or in his. The conse-
quences will be disastrous: they will

1 scare people from coming to a country
where they axe treated with such injus-
tie; and injustice is the mildest term I

*can use. As I speak, the Premier has
gone out; the other Ministers are absent.
They do not care; they have a big
majority behind them. Their supporters
who are present sit mute. I might apply
to the Government a well-known expres-
sion used by a great British cricketer. I
will not repeat it with regard to the
Government majority; but they sit mute;
they do not care one jot. They will carry
out their plans even if they ruin agricul-
turists. I believe their whole platform is
intended to ruin the "big" man; and
they will do it regardless of the con.
sequences. They burn us out, and
do not care what happens afterwards.
If the Premier were present I could tell
him what he said in his office. I am not
advocating my own cause. I speak
because this matter will crop up again.
Government members sy they will take
no trouble about it; and it shows neglect
on their part in this as in other matters.

IThey are indifferent. It does not 'matter.
So long as they are looking after things
that concern their constituents, other
matters may go to the wall as of no

iconsequence. That is the only conclusion
I can draw. Farmers are treated with
indifference. Yet there are members for
agricultural districts on the other side of
the House. One hon. member who sat
on the Immigration Commission claimed
that I could not say the farmers were not
assisted, and that I knew the conditions
were ntfavourable for immigration. I
ami afraid the hon. member did not edu.

Icate himself when travelling round, or
Ihe would have made a more enlightened
speech in regard to laud settlement than
that he delivered yesterday. FMe.
SCADDAN: There is no land available
at York.] The idea in regard to large
holdings is being exploded, because we
have bought nearly all of them. The
largest area in my district has been under
offer to the Government, I believe. In
fact, I challenged the late Minister for

I Lands the other night that there was an
offer to sell this at £4 an acre. There is
therefore no need of the old cry for a
land tax to cut up large estates. What
is the good of cutting up land and
settling it and then burning out the
settlers? Agriculture includes horticul-
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tire, viticulture, and dairying; but how
can we expect anything to prosper when
we have no certainty in regard to our
holdings, and when the Government are
indifferent regarding us, and when, after
making experiments with the Collie
coal-an important matter dealing not
only with agricultural interests but with
the whole State-we find no mention of
it in the Governor's Speech. Is there
any mention of it?, No; there is silence.
I will read what I think is an unsatis-
factory answer the Minister for M1ines
gave to the deputation in regard to the
Collie coal trouble the other day. Portion
of it is as follows -

Ever since its inception there had been
dissatisfaction, and no sooner was one trouble
settled thsan another arose. This state of
affairs could not be allowed to continue.
During the post few days he had given the
matter a good deal of attention, and he was
of opinion that the best way to deal with it
was to cancel the existing arrangements and
get new contracts for the supply of coal.
Then it could be seen if it were possible to
concentrate the Government orders with one
or two companies; and if so, consideration
could be given to t hose companies which had
the most consideration for the men.
Is that not a nice sort of thing F What
does it mean? An element of disturbance
held out by a responsible Minister of the
Crown to these people. I do not believe
I would be allowed to say what I really
feel, but I call this a mnoat unparalleled
statement. It cannot be interpreted in
any other way. It is the same thing as
a man with a lot of labourers and one
dissentient, who says: "If you do not
do something, you know what will
happen." I need say no more. I leave
it to the Rouse to judge if that is a, satis-
factory way to put things to the public;
that is, to create a disturbance among
these men. I know nothing about this
coal business or as to who are interested
in it; but what about the companies who
have spent their money at Collie? Are
they of no consideration at allF Are they
to be wiped out? [Ma. HE@.SHAW: It
is time they were.] Work cainnot be
made for all, so the Government are
goingt give the work to those that suit
themt whilethe others may be ruined.
It is; not right that the Minister should.
descend to make men fight one against
the other. He should have tried to dis-
tribute the work amongst the mines as
well as the men, and to place the surplus

men somewhere else, as has been done all
over the world. The policy should be to
take these men away and put them so me-
where else, and. the sooner the better. In
Victoria that is the policy in regard to
the unemployed; but her(- we throw it
down, " If you do not do something, two
or three of you will he penalised and
struck out altogether." That is not the
way to get capital here or to bring men
to try and make capital. We should not
say "1Do as we want you to do, or be
shunted." [MR. BOLTON:- We should do
the same as in New Zealand.] You have
not the ability to do it. You do not
know New Zealand. It is no use com.-
paing New Zealand land or climate with
that of Western Australia. Here we
have our goldfields to push our land
settlement on, but have not the rich
country New Zealand possesses. The
circumstances are entirely different;
hut the hon. member does not know
of it, not having gone into the matter.
The hon. member does not know the
wealth of New Zealand and the
great progress there. The land of New
Zealand is as rich as that of Ireland, that
has one of the richest soils in the world.
Can we bring in laws here to carry out
the same conditions as in New Zealand ?
I say we cannot. In New Zealand they
can put thousands of men on a few
thousand acres, and these men can make
satisfactory settlement; but here men
would want more coddling and assistance
on a larger area under the same con-
ditions. It is a pity the Government did
not give some intimation of what they

were going to do to protect settlers in
reference to the Collie coal. Members
may not have any business bringing up
matters that affect themselves; but I
cannot help bringing up a matter that
affects my constituents. What have the
Government done in regard to the fires
that occurred last yearP I cannot prove
certain things, but I can state them;
and I will call for the papers later on.
Scores of claims were previously paid;
but now the Government have thrown
on us, because we are the larger owners,
the responsibility of proving that Collie
coal is answerable for the fires. Is this
an honourable position for the Govern-
nient to take upP The Government have
had reports upon these fires. Let them
put these reports on the table as they
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should do. When the fires took place a
staff of surveyors was sent out, and the
men made a regular job of it. They
counted up all the posts burned. Then
another man was sent uip, probably
getting two guineas a day, and he took
three or four months to make a report.
It is not the first time this has been
done. A cousiderable sum of money
must have been spent, and it will all
be known before the session closes. Now
the Government say they will not take
any responsibility; and they throw the
responsibility on the men who were burnt
out, a thizg never done before. I
leave it to the members for Beverley and
Katanning to say whether it is justice
the Government hiave dealt out to these
people, many of whom are ruined. There
are small men on 400-acre blocks who
have had all their sheep burned. Some
have bad everything burnt except their
miserable little homes; and through the
fences all being down, many of them
have lost their horses and cattle through
wanderiug and eating poison. Have the
Government no sympathy for these menP
Why aire no compassionate allowances
made to them? They knew this was
going on, because they had reports.
Have we heard of anything being done
in this matter? No; there is silence

agi.The Government are dumb, like
dumb; asses. I do not think it will be
any use taking up more time in reference
to this matter; but there is the matter of
immigration. This was brought up at
the end of last session, and there was a
great to-do about it, and a. Royal Com-
mission was appointed. I approve of
some of that Commission's work; but I
should like to see the report. What are
the Government doing all the time?
Surely they must be asleep. They must
be a slow Government when they have
nothing prepared to show Parliament I
what are their intentions in this matter.
Ministers are paid, and surely it is their
duty to Parliament, no sooner than it
meets, to point out what is to be done.
Is everything to be kept back again like
last session to Christmas Day, until it is
too hot to meet, and then rush business
through. This is an unsatisfactory state
of affairs. I can read in Hansard year
after year where they have said they
were not going to allow this to occur
again, and that the Estimates would

come down earlier. This matter should
nut wait for the Estimates. It should
be part of the policy speech. In regard
to land settlement, the Government have
been outwitted again. There has been a
lot of land that the Government could
have bought for almost a song in the last
12 months if they had had enough ability
to watch what was going on. I had no
trouible to find it; these people were
running after me everywhere, and there
were placards in the streets that the land
was to be almost given away.

Ma. A. J. WILSON: If they tax it, there
will be no need to buy it.

Ma. BURGES: 1 do not know so
much about that. The administrator of
the Lands Department may bevery good in
many ways but if he would put a little
more of his ability, if he has it, and a
little more energy into the work of his
department be would do more good than
going to the Congress and stating that
although he had been accused of being a
conservative, he was not a conservative
but the greatest democrat in the country.
That will not settle the lands of this
State. If the Minister would put mome
energy into his department he could find
more land at a cheaper price than that
offered by the Midland Railway Company.
The member for Katanning (Hon. F. H.
Piesse) approves of this. We want to
see the land of this State worked, but it
is a big drag to get the money. If there
were other means of mnaking the Midland
Company use their land to advantage they
ought to have been put in force long before
this. The members for Beverley and
Katanuing know that a line of railway
could be run through from the Eastern
Railway to Albany, which would be a
more successful venture and more satis-
factory to the country, and induce greater
settlement than the purchase of the
Midland Company's line and land; not
because there is better land along this
route, because there is some of the best
laud in the State along the Midland
Company's railway line, but the climate
is different, every degree one gets south
of the Eastern Railway line one gets into
a. better climate. The development in
that part of the country will astonish a
great many; it has astonished me. We
have a new Director of Agriculture. I
have met him, and I thinkc he is a pretty
active man. If he will remove the cape-
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rimental wheat farm to 150 miles east of
Northamn, and experiment with wheat
there and can get wheat that will mature
earlier, it will be a very good thing for
the country. Even the millers who write
against the farmers under anonymous
names will be pleased, and no one will be
more pleased than the energetic miller who
hails from 'Katanning-the energetic
farmer-and no one will be happier than
he if he knows that there are a hundred
vessels afloat with wheat from Western
Australia. We want to settle the people
here from other parts of Australia and
from other parts of the world: that is a
policy that we should pursue. We want
in authority people who have some know-
ledge of the working of the lands in this
country, not new men who have to prac-
tise like a doctor experimenting on some
animal for the benefit of mankind. No
doubt members of the Government will
make good Ministers, and I have no
doubt that the Minister for Lands, when
he is educated into sensible ideas, when
he drops the nationalisation of the lands,
will do good work. Ile must give up
taking the chair at meetings as be
did last year, when I drew him out
on the land na~tionahisation. question
and made him reply, and when he
was drawn out by the silent and
steady member for Toodyay. I also
drew out the active member for Forrest.
I know the Minister for Lands is not
altogether happy now with his idea; he
is not altogether imbued with his
nationalisation of land idea Since
he went into the Lands Department.
[MR. FnWKs WILSON: Most unhappy.]
1 'know it; he used to be like a. little boy
just from school. He has the ability and
the education, at least more than I have
had the chance of getting, but he wants
some of the experience which we have
gained during our lives, and he should
give up all ideas of seeking for portfolios.
I have no such idea myself. The hon.
member, I- am sure, will change his ideas
by-and-by. The Government have
carried out some extraordinary things ;
they have done whatt Some pretty smnart
men would never try to do: they have
given a 999-years lease on the goldfields.
If they bad given a 99-years lease, or
what they are empowered to do under the
Act, I could have understood it; but the
Government have too much power alto-

Igether. It is little use passing Acts or
bringing money Bills before the House,
for they seem to be twisted about and
Ministers seen to do as they like. Parlia-
ment seems to have become useless. If
all these things can be done without
reference to Parliament or an amendment
of the Act, the soouer we do away with
Parliament the better, and let one auto-
cratic Minister rule the country.

Mai. BOLTON. Whom do YOU SuggestP
The Commissioner for Railwaysi

Ma. BURGES: I do not wish to be
drawn off the track. I am dealing with
the Midland Railway purchase.

Ma. A. J1. WILSON: D~o you favour it?
Ma. BURGES: f do favour it under

certain conditions, but I want to see the
report before I give wy opinion on the

Iquestion. I want to know why Mr.
Gardiner was sent out to value the land.
This is a purchase that ought to have
been carried out long years ago. We
must have land settlement to develop the
country; we must settle new-comers on
the laud and make work for those in the
country. The mining industry seems to
be going down a little, for I notice by
to-day's newspaper there was a falling
off in the exports of from £900,000 to
£800,000, and the falling off is in the
gold alone. That a ppears in 'this
morning's newspaper. [uN. TROYr: You
are wrong]3 That is the statement I
read this morning; there may be a
mistake in the figures. I have not the
newspaper here, but I can get it. A
report is given in the West Australian
newspaper of the imports and exports for
the last six months, and that newspaper
is pretty generally correct. I know
there was a falling off in the exports and
an increase in the imports. I am sorry
to see any falling off at all in the gold
export, and I believe the late Minister
for Mines and the present Minister for
Mines have done all they can to develop
the goldfieldis by having batteries erected,
providing water wherever they, could, also
in carrying the goldfields water supply
to every place where it could be done
with reasonable expense. The Minister
for Mines also assisted the prospectors
in every way; but the industry does not
seem to respond to the call made on it.
We have an enormous territory that can
be developed for agricultural purposes,
but it requires careful attention. We
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have an enormous extent of country that
can, by careful Government econom~y and
the pushing forward of land settlement,
be utilised. All is not valuable agricul-
tural land, but all can be turned to profit-
able account for stock-raising purposes,
while the better land can be used for
agricultural purposes. Anyone who knew
the goldfields country a few years ago, as
I did in 1874 when I travelled all over it,
in and out, would not know that country
to-day. The goldields, Of course, are
the wonder of the world, but it
would astonish everyone to know
the number of stock now running over
that country. The late 'Minister for
Railways cam confirm me in my statement.
Stock is now to be found out beyond
any goldfield and far north too. There
is one portion less settled, that is south
of the goldfields to the coast, but that
country will be settled yet ; as soon as
we get the railways there the country will
be settled, and it will be better for
the State. [MR. HOLMAN: A railway
from Esperance.] That is in the near
future. The railway to Esperance may
be like the Trans-Australian railway. If
the Commonwealth would let us alone
and allow us to have our Customs
revenue we could build all the rail-
ways we want, and we could build
the Trans-Australian railway ourselves.
That is what I should like to see. I
am not an authority on this. The mem-
ber for Beverley (Mkr. Harper), who has
thought deeply on this question, talked
to mue and said we could secure the
Customs. It is the greatest blot on the
administration of some of the wise men
of this State that they assisted the move-
ment to bring about the federation of
Western Australia with the other colonies,
and the first portion of the country that
helped to give us that would be just as
welcome to do away with it as anyone
else. -1 have the assurance of the Pre-
mier of what has happened all over the
State, and his opinion is that as far as
he saw, federation is on its trial. If we
only had the Customs we could build all
the railways, all the public works, with-
out putting the burden on our people.
and we could induce these people from
the other States 'to settle on our land.
We are doing it to an extent now, but not
half enough. We have a mani who was
sent away by the other Government. We

sent away. a man who is blind, an
excellent lecturer perhaps, but he is not
what we want. A man of experience
should be sent to go and see the land
and the conditions the people are under,
and then he could plainly put before them
the facts of the case as regardsa this State.
I have always mixed up with people and
have nearly always employed labour.
We send to Perth for men, and we
always get men from the other States to
work for us. These men put a higher
value on the land than we place on it,
because they have not a knowledge of the
laud; but hundreds and thousands of
them would come here if proper induce-
ments were offered, and if they were
shown over by men who have some know-
ledge of the laud, the conditions they
would have to come under, and the hard-
ships they would have to undergo until
they made some headway. We do not
want a man to go as a lecturer who
is unable to explain the conditions
of the country. A number of men have
settled along the Great Southern, but
we can get any' number of other men.
.1 know this for a positive fact. I have
seen the men, and I know men who
would bring others over here to-morrow
as soon as they could get laud where they
consider they could make a fair living.
The cause of this is that land in the
Eastern States is getting scarce ; it baa
become too valuable. Those men with
families growing up want farther outlet.
A lot of these people like to see their
families around them, and that is what
has brought the men on the Great
Southern Railway, good men who in
several instances have brought their stock.
There are, I say, hundreds and thousands
who would come here, but we do not
wantthat they should all come at once.
We want some system. We want a
system carried out so that we can run
railways into the country or have the
country spotted out with roads, which
would answer the purpose. -Now, if men
come here everything is in a state of
muddle. First we publish regulations
all over the world, and then we publish a
notice that grazing leases are done away
with. These men do not know this, and
they come here and are dissatisfied. This
sort of thing will not do. We have had
this sort of thing going on for twelve
months, and I consider that an unsatis-
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factory state of affairs. The Government
should have been able to make up their
minds within twelve months what they
intended to do. They have a new Land
Bill, but we believe that Laud Bill is
one from another Administration. They
should have something of their own, and
give the House some idea of what they are
doing. We are losing time. I will put
forward an idea on this matter which I
took up and spoke strongly oin in another
place when the Ron. Dr. Jamneson, I
think, first took up the role of Minister
for Lands. Of course he had not had
much experience of it. I do not want to
read what I said there, for it would take
too long. I advocated that then was the
time for this country to push land settle-
ment. We then had a chance, but we
have lost a lot of that chance now. We
know that in New South Wales there was
great difficulty in settling on laud under
such conditions as exist here. There
was no land in Victoria except large
estates that were bought and cut up. AUl
the land within the ares, of good rainfall
in South Australia has gone. except it is
bought in large areas or the freehold is
bought and cut up. One could never get
the same conditions in the East as exist
here. One may get better land, but never
such liberal conditions, either there or
anywhere else, as those which prevail in
relation to Crown lands in this State.
We have the land and we also have the
Agricultural Bank. As to the Agricul-
lural Bank, as soon as a man gets his
and fenced he can obtain mioney on it.
There has been a good deal of evidence
about that. I think that -a great many
have given evidence on the point, and I
do not think the chairman of the Com-
mission altogether agreed with that evi-
dence, because I saw remarks in the
paper when he was questioned with regard
to that fencing. At any rate if a man
fences in his land, he can make some use
of it, whereas if a man has his land
unfenced, it is a. nuisaince to bluiself, his
neighbours, and everybody else; and I
hope if that idea of not fencingr is done

a1way wth in any Laud Act, it will he
carefully considered beforehand. I know
what trouble there was in the North-
West before there was fencing. A man
would buy a team of horses for a new
station, and he would 'have to keep those
horses hobbled, otherwise if he and his

labourers were neglectful, and they came
home ad allowed those horses to go,
what would happen? Men have been
over three weeks after horses. That was
the same as encouraging men to go an
without fencing. [Ma. Scaxwo~z: You

Iare in a minority on this question as far
as farmers are concerned.] I may be in
a minority, but I may be right if I am.
I have had a lot of experience in this
matter, and I shall hardly yield to the
lion. member in agricultural matters;
but of course I bow to him in
mining matters or in engineering, be-
cause I have not studied those subjects.
I hardly think, however, the hon. member
can challenge me on agricultural matters.
[IE. SCArmArK: I do not wish to do
that.] I think I have taken up enough

itime in regard to this. [MEMBERS: It
i is interesting.] You seem pretty slow on

it now, It may be interesting to the
b on. member because he thinks he knows
more about it than I do. 1, hope that
when the hon. member is able to deal
with these Bills, he will be able to tell us
what he learnt from the Commission. If
the Comm ission did no other good, it may
have educated him into some idea of
what is necessary for settlement, and
what the settler requires. I anm sure as

Iregards that matter he is quite wrong
if he advances the opinion that none of
the land should be fenced before the
money is advanced on it, because fenc-
ing givesi security, and the Government
should have some security. These men
arc not all going to succeed, and if
these men fail you have some convertible
security, somiething that can be realised
on. Hundreds of men. would buy land
and know the advantages of it straight
away, but they do not care to buy land
on which hardly anything bas been done,
and if the owner has not thought it
worth while to put up a fence. Fenc-
ing in this country is a ven' easy matter,
You have only to get the wire. Yolu
can get l4cwt. of No. 10 wire delivered
anywhere, with cartage paid out, at it
per mile, and you can get cheaper winc
than that; you can get steel wire. I
have known men who have gone in sad
fenced five or six thousands acres them-
selves. [MR. ScA Dn: It is the timE
they lose.] The hon. member does nol
know how long it takes. One young
man and another person fenced over
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5,000 acres in a very short time. Men
can fence miles with jam or other suit-
able timber for little cost. A steel wire
of 5cwt. will complete a seven-wire fence.
Men can have the posts 20 feet apart and
put droppers in. It is of no use for the
hon. member to talk about this matter,
for he has not the experience to give to
the House. There is one other matter
as regards this new Land Bill that is to
be introduced. T suppose I shall bechal-
lenged onthat. We shall see by-and-by.
it is that no land shall be transferable
under this new consolidated Laud Act
that is to be introduced. I ask the hon.
member if he thinks that advisable. I
ask any man wI")i has had experience
whether it isso. If the Government wish
to carry their present tactics to a con-
clusion they must biring in a measure that
nobody shall have more than so much
land; that is what we are coming to.
[10R. SCADDAN: Rlear hear.] I quite
believe in a man not having too much
land, but we have to remember everything
in a new country. The lion, member says
" hear hear." I am 'glad he says that
and I will deal with it. I know a man
who was sold up adjoining me. He went
bankrupt and his land was sold. I bid
for it up to a certain point, and let it go.
and another man got it and could not pay
for it. The trustees and lawyers were
badgering me for two or three months.
I knew I had them in my band s, and then
1 said, 11I will buy it, if you wiliguarantee
me the title. I cannot get the title unless

the Minister gives his consent." Do you
see how the people are damagedP Has
that been put before the Minister? I
give the Minister for Lands the advice
that if he is going to hold that position,
he should look into that matter. That is
a position that has happened very often.
What happened with regard to that landP
It was bought by Afghans, and I could
not get it. One had to apply to the
Minister. See the absurd conditions put
into these Land Acts, which are only a
bar to settlement. [MR. SCADDAN: What
is wrong with it ?] A man who had any
principle would not go and sacrifice his

principle, It does not matter who got it.
Wyshould a man have to go and ask

the Minister? If that land is to be sold,
any man should be allowed to buy it,
when it is for the benefit of the State.

ere is another matter. There is no

doubt we shall have a land tax some day.
I could tire Mr. Speaker out if I were to
continue telling what has taken place
during the last year or two. I see the
member for Hannans looking at Ine,
looking at the member he called a " fool
and idiot."

MR. NELSON: I take this opportunity
of correcting that statement. The hon.
member said that I called him a fool and
an idiot. The statement is utterly incor-
redt. I am not in the habit of making
unnecessary observations.

MR. SPEAKER:± The hon. member
must withdraw that last statement.

MR. NELSON: I1 beg to withdraw
it.

MR. BURGES: I will not take any
notice of the hon. member. I hope the

IMinister for Lands will look into this
matter. He need not think I want land
-I have plenty of it. [M1 R. Thor: Too
much.] I have six or seven children, and

Ithey are going on that land. If I cannot
Iget what is justice and what I think is
Iright here, I1 and my sons, tbough we
*may be no loss, are independent enough
to go where we can get justice. I told
the same thingr to the Commissioner for
Railways the other day. I told him that
we were growing produce and making
work, and that we had had to work like
slaves, I and my children, Yet we sawImoney wasted. There is no denying
that. I said, " I do not care. You can
do as you like; but if I do not get what
is justice and what is right for our people,
we had better go," and I told him that I
and my sons were prepared to go where
we could get justice. Lots of men have
come from other places and said that
they could not get on; but a mant who
has any ability can get on anywhere. I
am not afraid. I hope when the Land
Act Amendment Bill comes down, it
will be a sensible measure, applicable
to a new country. The sooner the
Government put some roads through the
country and tanks in every bit of avail-
able country, the better. These should
not be placed where certain persons
reside or have interests, but should be
placed everywhere throughout the
country. The late Minister for Lands
told me that a lot of land had slipped
through his hands. I suppose he is one
of the great advocates of the purchase of
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the Midland lands; but we have a rail-
way there already, aUad we have a lot of
land where there is no railway. That
late Minister for Lands went down to a
very rich part of the country, one that
will some day be equal to Gippsland with
its great climate; and he did a very
funny piece of work. He went out and
trotted round a few miles and then went
back again. Then he went to Albany
and went another bit of the way inland
and turned back. I do not know whether
that suited the member for Albany or not.
Had it been the previous Minister for
Lands (Mr. Hopkins), that gentleman
would have gone right through. The
Minister for Mines (Hon. W. D. John-
son) is a pretty active man, and he went
right through from Collie to Narrogin.
He was not afraid. It was time the late
Minister for Lands went out of the Lands
D)epartment; and it is time he went out
of the Agricultural Department if he is
not more advanced in knowledge. In
fact, it is time the Government gave up
their positions until they gained some
more knowledge of the wants of the
country, and of how to settle the people
on the country, so we may have a larger
number to bear the burden of the revenue
and the new loans that we must have in
this country yet. 1 hope that will be the
main plank of the new Lioverument. to
push on land settlement. It is acknow-
ledged by all that this must he the founda-
tion of prosperity in this country. I hope
our goldfields will last forever. I do not
believe they are half touched yet. I
have been over hundreds of miles of
auriferous country where only alluvial
has been touched; and there may be
any amount of rich patches still un-
developed and unprospected that will be
found and will help the country to
maintain its prosperous condition, so that
the State will compare favourably with
any other State of the Commonwealth.
[AR. CJONNOR: What about the no-
confidence motion ?] How long does the
bon. member want me to he on it? If I
were to speak until to-morrow morning
the hon. member has his own opinion,
and I would not profess to try to per-
suade him out of that made-up and
well-considered opinion; but I am sure
that if the hon. member does what I
believe he thinks himself is his duty, he
and I will be on the same side of the

House wvhen the proper time comses,
whether it be now or later on. I amn
positive of that. 1 (10 not ask the bon.
member an 'ything; I do not know his
intentions; but I aml sure that the hon.
member and I aire of one opinion in
regard to what should be done in this
country. The hon. member and I are
descended from the old fighting people.
We have been there before, and other
members that have any pluck or intelli-
gence will get to the progressive side
wherever it may be. The hon. member
may retain his seat without any trouble,
for he will then be on the right side in a
division. [AIR. CONNOR: This is the
right Bide.] It is the side we are going
to; and then I will he pleased to sit
alongside 'you. I think that when the
time comes for another policy speech, it
will come from men who have had some
experience in this country and that it will
be, particularly in regard to the finances,
a better production than that we have
at present. In Sir John Forrest's
reqirne as Premier, when he had a
deficit what did he do? He took
the bull by the horns and carried out
things without putting on new taxes
in a new country that older communities
only resort to when there is nothing else.
I refer to a land tax and an income tax.
We have an enormous country uinde-
veloped. Notwithstanding the experience
of the hon. member for Ivanhoe (Mr.
Scaddan) gained by sitting with agri-
cultural members on the Immigration
Commission, at present he has not gained
sufficient knowledge of the State. There
is a gentleman sitting on the Inde-
pendent seats who has some knowledge
of the country. I was along with hit
for two or three days last year on a
select committee at Hamel. It was a
pretty rough trip; and a good part of
the time he and I were talking over the
affairs of the country. The hon. member
had a great belief in this country, but
not so much faith in its agricultural
development as T had. 1 tried to imbue
him with my idea--perhaps a great deal
too much ; because he came back to Perth
and put on this immigration scheme.
Previously he did not seem to have faith
in the country, but after we were talking
two or three days together he took steps
in the matter. I had given himi an idea
of the country that he did not have; and
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I congratulate myself that in the past I
have been able to make a living in this
country out of the land. 1 amn not afraid
to put anything I get out of it into it.
I told the member for West Perth that I
would not be afraid to take up aDl the
country and work it. [Mnt. SCADDAN:
Evidently you are trying to.] It would
be a great task; but I would not be
afraid to take over the Midland property
and work it to advantage. I have had
tough jobs to do. In the early days of
settlement in this country we had tough
work, and were often in severe finan-
cial difficulties. Very few members
will deny that we have had a most
serious time. Many years ago I
thought of giving up my position in
Parliament. When I first entered Parlia-
ment the position was forced upon me;
but a few years after I had serious losses,
and I told the people I was going to give
up altogether and that if certain peaople
would take iky position I would give it
to any of them. However, I had faith,
and I have worked that off successfully
through this country and by what is in
the land. The member for Katanning
has had as much faith, if not more than
I have had in the country. That gives
people courage. He showed what people
could do. The pioneers go first and
bring others, and make work for others,
and give conftdence to new-corners and
show what can be done. Many labourers
come here and get work at the Labour
Bureau, and after stopping a few days in
the country they look around and see
that the land is all right, and ask " Will
you let us go and look around ?" They
do so and take up land at once. They go
among the people and see what is going
on. ,If the present Ministry had the
power they would wipe out every farmer
and would not leave us on the face of the
earth, because they are trying to burn us
out with Collie coal. That is how we are
getting encouragement. [MA. SCADDAN:
The mnember for Sussex will answer you.]
The member for Sussex has more common
sense than to go on burning out settlers
without taking necessary precautions. I
intended to read some extracts with
reference to something in the House;
but as some members are not here I do
not know whether I shall read any of
them. I will read from the speech which
the member for Beverley (Mr. Harper)

delivered in this House last session, in
the debate on the Address-in-Reply:

A. few years ago in the last Parliament, a7
question arose with regard to a strike. No
doubt the member for Mt. Margaret (Mtr.
Taylor) recollects it. The Government toot
a certain coarse and were supported by the
then members of the rLabour party. It was
resented by those behind the Labour pa~rty
that they should have taken this course, aud
pressure was brought to bear upon them,
Within a week afterwards the same question
was broughbt up again, and two of those men
had lost their backbones.

Mr. Daglish:- It was Dot the same question.
Mr. Harper: The instance points to the

moral I have observed. Mlen have not the
power to resist, when they are bound to a
class interest, that they would have if they
were in the open field. That is all I have to
say on the subject. I trust that before very
long these Labour members will find them-
selves on the opposite side of the House.

Mr. Hastie: Will the hon. member sup-
*port us?

Mr. Harper: No; I shall not support the
bon. members; why, 1 shall very soon teUl
thorn. We all know that in this party there

*are some moderate men and some extremists.
Dr. Ellis: So there are on the other side.
Mr. Harper: The extreme men will try to

force thinv&s to a degree unhealthy to the
interests of the State.

Mr. Hastie: MAl the more reason why the
hon. member should help us.

Mr. Harper: AU the more reason why I
should stop on this side of the House and
watch them. That is what I intend to do. I

Ifeel confident that many of these members
imagn they are going to do great things

*and create revolutions; but this progress has
been going on for the last century, a steady
development on one side.

I am sure the hon. member will now be
with those on this side of the House who
represent the liberal and progressive
party in this country. The hun. member

*has done good work in the State; and
*although I heard him say the other day
that he felt age coming on him, yet the
hon. member should not consider himself

*old, especially when we remember that in
ithe South African war deneral Lord
Roberts was brought there to do work
which younger men had not been able to
do, and he did that work effectively at
the great age of 67 years. So I hope to
see the hon. member voting with me on
this occas ion, as we have often together
before; and indeed I feel sure that the
hon. member will be with us on this side
when the vote is taken, or if not with us
on this occasion, I feel sure that as the
lion, member's heart and soul are with

[19 JUI.Y, 1905. ;Arldrems- in-reldy:
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us in what we are doing, he will join its
on this side before very long. The only,
objection which we have to the party*
now in power is that they are dominated
by an outside body, and T think that
is a sufficient reason for objeciting to
them. [MR. SOA.DDAN :We will forego
that.] I say that is a sufficient reason
why members on that side cannot ad-
minister the affairs of the State in the
impartial manner which is necessary in
the interests of all concerned. We are
told that this is only a game of ins and
outs; but many of us on this side have
no wish for office, and are not seeking it
in the action we are taking now. Of
course there are other members on this
side who have given up their time to that
kind of work, and have proved themselves
to be good administrators when in office.
These members are entitled to be con-
sidered before others among us, though
probably theyv are satisfied with their
position as ordinary members. In voting
on this question I am going to do what I
can, to the best of my ability, for this
great and growing country. I have given
up 11 or 12 years to the work of Parlia-
ment, and I do not begrudge it. We
have been paid a little for our attendance
here as members during the last few
years; but that pay is comparatively
nothing to me, as I lose more by coming
away from my work than I shall be able
to get back if I stay in Parliament the
next 20 years. It is only my desire to
help on the good work of the country
that induces mue to give up my time in
attending to politics, and I am willing to
go on in this work, doing my best for the
country and showing up abuses wherever
I find them. Unless some men among
us take a share of this necessary work,
we cannot expect to see the people of this
State growing up with political freedom
and manly ideas, in this great country of
immense possibilities. The only great
blot that we have is the loss of so large a
proportion of our revenue through Federa-
tion, and a change in the administration
of our affairs is now necessary, because
we want a good strong Government mn
power, backed up by a majority of the
people who have large interests in the

ountry and are willing to help in
developing its resourses for the next few

years, especially at a time when financial
matters are not so satisfactory as they

ought to be, and when it is not easy to
borrow mney for carrying on necessary
public works. I shall give a vote on this
question fully believing that it is best for
the people of Western Australia, for the
labourers as well as for others, that the
Government now in office should be un-
seated, and that a more active, intelligent,
and not a one-sided party should sit on
those Government benches as soon as
possible.

MR. E. P. HENSHAW (Collie): I
need hardly say I was much surprised at
the indictment which the leader of the
Opposition levelled against the Govern-
ment. Had some charge been made in
connection with the -administration of
the affairs of the country, then some
grounds might have existed for the no-
confidence imotion which has been tabled.
I really believe now that had there been
grounds foracharge, those grounds would
have been clearly stated The leader of the
Opposition occupied a considerable time
in criticising the financial methods of the
present Treasurer, and be conveyed gene-
rally that an idea existed that the Gov-
ernment were not carrying out that por-
tion of the work with credit to them-
selves. I deny that statement; for I
believe the work of the Government
has been straightforward and has been
effective. It seems strange indeed that
the leader of the Opposition should say
there was necessity for a closer applica-
tion to his office on the part of the present
Treasurer. We have been reminded by
the Premier, in the course of this debate,
that under the previous Government
something like £30,000 to £40,000 was
arranged to be spent on railway station
buildings in Wellington Street, Perth;
that the plans had been before the then
Minister for Works, now the leader of the
Opposition; and that he had consented to
the expenditure, without knowing really

Iwhat it was for. When the difficulty
afterwards occurred in regard to sto pping
that work, the hon. member (Mr. Rason)
stated that he knew nothing about it.
Yet we have been told by the Premier
that the proposed expenditure had been
before the then Minister for Works, that
there was documentary evidence showing
that the plans had been in his office, and
that the Minister's authority for expending
the money had been given. I say, there-
fore, that if more application to office was
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necessar 'y on the part of the present Trea-
surer, it was still more neessary on the
part of the leader of the Opposition at the
time he was Minister for Works, and
when he authorisedi that expenditure.
During the closing da nv of last session, a
good deal of discussion arose over an un-
authorised expenditure of something like
£47,000 on the pu rchiase (of certain blocks
of land ; and the hon. member (Mr.
Rason), in a tone of indignation, stated
that he courted the fullest inquiry, and
said that before the session closed he
would move for the appointment of a
Royal Commission to inquire into the
matter. That was never done, for reasons
best known to the hon. member himself.
Since that time I have gone into this
matter, and I sav there was one of the
most disgraceful leakages occurring in the
then Minister's office that ever occurred.
It was the intention of the then Govern-
ment to purchase somieland at Fremantle.
It has been pointed out here that ti
certain firm of agents was appointed to
purchase the land, and that the firm
submitted some of the land to the then
Government for the sum of £26,000; also
that six months later the Government
purchased the same land, paying £8,600
for it. Since the last session of this
House I have inspected the titles of the
land concerned, and they disclose a con-
dition of things anything but creditable.
I find that on the purchase of one lot,
No. 139, about August 1903, a person
named Finnerty areed with another
named Henriques to sell a block of land
for £1,500, and that Henriques agreed
with a person named Briggs to sell the
land for £1,600; also in the following
June the Government purchased the
same land from Briggs for X2,493. Mr.
Briggs on that transaction made a profit
of £893. In regard to another block,
No. 142, which the Government pur-
chased for £2,614 on the 10th August,
I find that Manning's trustees sold
to one Drummond for X1,500, and
that Drummiond agreed to sell to
Briggs for £1,950; also that the Go-
verument paid to Briggs for the same
land £2,614 in the followiug March.
Again, blocks 1414 and 143 were bought
from James Daniel Connolly and Henry
Briggs for £8,800. On the 29th August,
1903, J. Thomas gave J. D. Connolly an
option of purchase for five months till

January 28th, 1904, for £6,000. A £50
deposit was piaid; and before the end of
October, 1903. £500 was paid down, lot
143 transferred to Connolly and Briggs,
and a mortgage over the same was given
to the vendors to secure the balance of
the purchase money. The balance was
apparently paid when the Government
paid the balance Of their purchase money,
total X8,900, or a clear profit to Connolly
and Blriggs of £2,900. Fremantle town
lot 1365, and town lots 149, 136,137, and
138 were purchased from Burns. Philp &
Co. for £15,203 10s. Lots 1365 and 149
were transferred to Burns, Pbilp, & Co.
by J. LI. Ferguson on the 30th July,
1908, for £1,750. Lots 136, 137, and
138 were transferred to Burns, Philp, &
Co. by Hall and Manning on the 31st
July, 1908 for £5,000, or a total on the

itwo transactions of £6,750. But that
Government paid £16,203 for that land;
so these people make a clear profit of
X8,453. Is that the kind of administra-
tion we are to have here in the future?
Are these gentlemen to take charge who
aflow such a leakage to occur?

Mn. R.AsoN: Do not insinuate. Say
straight out what you mean if you have a
charge.

MR. HENSHAWV: I say it is very
alurent that a leatkage occurred under
the administration of those days, and that
by the leakage certain men were able to
reap immense profits which, had ordinary
care been exercised, would have been
saved to this country. 1 say that condi-
tion of things is most disgraceful, and one
which needs a good deal of explanation
before it can be satisfactorily cleared
away.Yo

MR. RASON :Yugot that information
yourself ?

Ma. RENSHAW: That information
is from the Titles Office. The titles can
be inspected, together with the transfers
and the considerations. It is open to

*every member of this House, or any other
person, to ascertain whether I have stated
the facts correctly. I say my statement

*is correct.
Mu. RAsoN: One Minister has already

had to apologise for making the same
charge.

MR. HENSHAW: Well, I hope the
*Royal Commission will be appointed.
[MR. RAsON: Hear, hear.] Then we
shall get some finality in connection with
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the matter. As it now stands, it is an
eyesore, and a very serious one.

MR. SPEAKER: 1 understand the
objection is that the hon. member (Mr.
Eason) thinks that a charge is made
against him.

Mn. ELASON: If it is not a charge,
then I fail to see what it is. Tt appears
to be a charge against the Government
to which I belonged. If so, it is worth
something; anad if not, it is worth nothing.

AIR. SPEAKER:- It the hon. member
(Mr. Henshaw) means to impute im-
proper mnotives to the leader of the Oppo-
sition

Mn. HENSHAW: I did not say so.
I say that a leakage Occurred.

Mu. RASON: What is a leakage?
MR. SPEAKER: -I do not think I can

insist on a withdrawal of that, seeing
that no improper motives are imputed.

Mn. EASON. I should like to know
whether the hon. member infers that I
was responsible for the leakage.

MR. HENSHAW:- I say it was a
leakage through the administration of
which the bon. gentleman was a member,
and I isay again that it discloses a
want of attention to business which is
anything but creditable to the 'non.
member. In the face of such a thing,
I do not think it is fair of the hon.
member to state in this House that
the leader of this (Labour) party to
which I have the honour to belong, should
give a closer application to his business.

MR. DIAmoND : Say straight out
whether you reckon he (Mr. Rason) made
any of those profits.

Mn. BOLTON:- Let him (Mr. Rason)
ask that question.

Mn. RASOw: I ask it now.
Mn. HENSHAW: The business is

there. It speaks for itself. A leakage
did occur.

Mat. RAzoR: That is your method.
Mn. HENSHAW: It is common to

hear all sorts of foolish charges made
agt the Labour party. Several mem-
beson the Opposition side have made

what may be called grave charges, but
charges which, ina view of their source, I
do not think we can take much notice of.
If there is anything that the Labour party
stads for it is straightforwardness in
administration and in politics generally.
This is so true that people outside of this
immediate circle recognise the fact, and

whatever else can be said about the
Labour Government's administration, no

Istone can be hurled at them in that
connection. To show how necessary was
a change of admist ration, I may 'quote
two paragraphs from English newspapers.
When the Labour party came into office,
the London Morning Post, which is a
conservative paper, printed this state-
ment -

The one reat error and offence with both the
Federal and State Governments, unhappily, is
the freedom and ease with which the mercan-
tile and landed classes are allowed to plunder
the Treasury. Fraud and trickery of the
meanest and most despicable kind permeates
the commercial life of the country, and this
reacts in turn upon those representatives in
national and municipal institutions who are
elected by the votes of these disreputable
citizens. Consequently the changes that are
taking place are as beneficial as the most
scrupulouis tactition could desire to its moral

*force and political power. The Labour Party
is a party of law and national progress. All
these things show, in a manner which, it may

*be hoped, is unmistakable, that niational
honour, no less than the necessity of avoiding
a collapse of commercial credit, make it
absolutely necessary for the Labour party to
persevere.

This is what people outside of the State
I think of the change that has taken place

in politics. Again, the Pall Mall Gazette
which, by, no stretch of imagination can
be classed as in sympathy with Labour
ideals, states :-" Now the question we
are bound to ask ourselves is, flow will
Australia pay her heavy indebtedness to
English bond holders? It is not only,
that her finances are rotten, but the tone
of public and commnercial life is depl6r-
able. These facts, the evidence and the
argument in The Times article, are
practically conclusive on the point.
At one time in England we were
accustomed to look for commercial
brigandage and acts of dishonesty that
disgrace the scum of Whitechapel among
those Armenian merchants who carried
on the Levant trade with England.
To-day, we are sorry to state, the
Armenian is outstripped by the Mel-
bourne British Customs thief. It is
humiliating to think that Australia is
peopled by the British race. Fortunately
for society, the working classes and the
farmers are taking a deeper interest in
the politicailifeof the country. Although
no party has lived through more abuse

Ithan the Labour party, still it contains,

[ABSERBLY.] Amendment.
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and has for supporters in the country the I
only stable elements in society. Their
ideals are purity of public and municipal
life." That is as others see us, and that
defines the position.

MR. RASON: They wrote that of you
before they saw you.

Ma. HENSHAW: Iu the past, the
commercial element have had too strong
a hold on the legislative halls of our
countnies; and they have been able to
build up various industries in such a way
that they (the employers) live in luxury
upon themn, while at the same time they
deny a fair living to the workers employed
in the production of the various com-
modities. The Labour party are trying
to change that condition of things, and
to give to the worker that share of his
product to which he is entitled. Do our
friends on the opposite side intend to
carry out that idea? I do not think
they do when I see the member for
Sussex (Mr. Frank Wilson) in the front
seats. I1 think it would he a calanity to
this country were that gentleman ever to
control any public department. It has
been said by one or two speakers that
the leader of the Opposition has been
prepared to support Labour measures
when it was expedient for him to do so.
I recollect in the 1901 election the bon.
member speaking and writing in a very
democratic tone. But having read some
subsequent debates and some division
lists and observed his actions, I say that
when he spoke in 1901 there was more
lip-service than sincerity. I believe other
members will deal with the same question,
and I do not intend to labour it.

MR. DIAMOND: What about the division
on the railway strike ? Did you read the
debate on my motion?

MR. HENSHAW: I am not referring
to you. I will come to you presently.

MR. DIAMOND: The leader of the Oppo-
sition voted for that motion.

MR. HENSHAW: There is a strange
ignorante in some members of this
Assembly.

MR. EAsoN: You are quite right.
MR. HENSHAW: It was only a little

while ago that I heard a Ministerial
member ask who was that venerable
gentleman sitting opposite. I said, "That
is Mr. S. F. Moore." The member said,
" I have never seen him nor heard of him
before." Again, the member for East

Perth (Mr. Hardwick) was posing as a
constitutional authority. That seems
remarkable in him; because during his
last election campaign-I have this on
the best authority-he was asked a
constitutional question, and he displayed
in answering it an ignorance which seemed
to me appalling. He was asked his

opinion of the bi-cameral system. He
hesitated forv 1 moment or two, and then
said: "1Well, I do not know; but when I
was in the municipal council I always
favoured the double-pant system." Getting
down to the subject-[Ma. RASON: Yes;
You are getting dow]-getting down to
anotlier subject, the member for York
(Mr. Burges) brought up the question of
the Collie coal industry. I am glad he
introduced that, because through his
actions and the actions of a few more,
those interested in that particular industry
have suffered and suffered considerably.
JTust before the close of last session, a
charge was made by the hon. member,
and backed up by several other agri-
cultural members, that Collie coal was
the cause of the conflagrations in the
York and I3everley districts. Following
that, the Government coal orders were
cut down, and a considerable number of
men was thrown out of employment. But
when inquiry was made in those districts,
and when those gentlemen had an oppor-
tunity of bringing forward evidence to
back up their statements, they were found
wvanting. Three inquiries were held there,
and though the jury was, in each case,
cornposed of farmers, men who might be
e~xpected to have prejudices similar to
those of the hon. member, in each case
they found, and they could not find
otherwise, that there was no evidence to
show that the fires were caused by Collie
coal, or even by the locomotives that
passed through the districts. What was
the result of the lion, member's action ?
To mny mind, it was nothing less than
attempting a scuttlin'g of the industry.
We have a val nable asset in that coal, and
one which would give a splendid return
to this State if it were fostered; or not
even fostered, if it got fair play. [MR.
TnoMAs: Was it not fostered in the
past? ?I It may have been. What that
industtv needs is fair play, and it is the
dat ,vo(f every member ini this Chamber

to iv i firplay. The hon. membher
says the industry has been fostered. [Mr.
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THOMAS: Tt has been spoon-fed for
yeare.] That may have been, but those
who got the advantage of the spoon feed-
ing were not the workers, but those
gentlemen who were interested in the
industry for the purpose of getting profits
out of it. I do not deny that they have
a right to fair profits, hut I say those
who have managed the industry have
reaped an undue amount of profit from
it. Every ton of coal used from the Collie
mines has cost the Government consider-
ably more than it should have done. if
it is a fact that the industry has been
spoon-fed to the extent of 2s. or Ss. a
ton, then the workers have not reaped
the benefit, but those individuals. who
have managed the mines.

Mu. GREGORY:' When bare they paid
any dividends ?

Mn. HENSHEAW: It is stated ou
authority in the report under the hon.
member's nose. The report of the Royal
Commission states that dividends have
been paid.

X&. RAsow: How much ~
Maz HENSHAW : I do not know, but

dividends have been paid. I have heard
the late member for Collie say his company
had paid more than expenses out of it;j
he has stated that on oath in the Arbi-
tration Court. Collie coal has cost the
Government more than it should have
done, but the workers have not got the
benefit from it; they have reape4 the dis-
advantages. There are four mines work-
ing, but there is not more than enough
trade to keep one mnine going properly.
Those gentlemen getting the benefit main-
tain four staffs and four plants, and we, as
a State, have had to pay about 2s. a ton for
the unnecessary equipment. I will not
deal with this matter at much farther
length, but I appeal to members, especially
the agricultural members who themselves
are always receiving assistance for their
own particular industry, and rightly so,
to assist the coal industry. There is not
an industry in the State that ha. had a
fairer deal than thle agricultural industry.
On every opportunity the House has
extended some sympathy or assistance to
the agricultural industry; therefore I
think the generosity should be recipro-
cated, and the agriculturists should help
the people in other industries when they
are of benefit to the State. The hon. mem-
ber for York, with his great knowledge of

Ithis subject, complained that the report
1of the Royal Commission had not been
submitted; at the same time that report
was on the table in front of the hon.
member, and if the hon. gentleman had
applied himself to his office and his duty,
he would have read the report and have
seen that the Commission's report bore
out that we had an asset at Collie which
was so valuable that the State could Dot
afford to let a few private companies
and hangers-on strangle it as they are
doing -at the present time. T7here is
another little matter I should like to
refer to. Many attnacks have been made
on the Labour party. T am not one of
those who is going to take a slap in the
face without a murmur. -One of the
most aggressive members in attacking the
Labour party has been the member for
Boulder. During lnst session there was
a6 good deal of trouble in my constituency
uts to declaring a town site near Collie, and
I moved that the papers be laid on the
table. They were laid on the table, and
after perusing them I ascertained the
position in connection with the towusite.
Before stating the Position I may say
that at the time Oollie was not in a pro-

gresie stage, but in a somewhat
at=mnary condition. Trade was not ex-
paing and business was not too good. It
was stated in the Press that the then
Government were going t oupen E6 town-
site about six miles out of Collie.
Naturally the people of Collie became
indignant at it. They saw that if a town-
site -was declared it would be at their
expense, and they raised a protest. The
local newspaper on the 24th February,
1904, protested against the granting of
such a, town site. The files disclose
that negotiations for a town site had
been proceeding since June, 1903, thir-
teen months previously. About this
time application was mde to the
Cardiff 'Mining Co. by the Minister for

I ands or the Department of Lands to
give up a piece of country on which to
declare the townsite.

Mn. GREORY: Was it done by the
Minister for Lands or the departmental
officers ?

Mia. HENSHAW; There is a minute
on the file to the effect, signed by J.M.H.
on the 2412/04. This application was

Isent on to the Collie Boulder Company,
and the ground was promised by the

[ASSEM BLY.] Ameadment.
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Collie Boulder Company. The people of
Collie knew these negotiations were going
on, as there were reports in the Press from
time to time, and a deputation waited on
the member for Boulder (Mr. Hopkins)
and protested against a towusite being
declared at that particular place. Mr.
Hopkins replied in these terms : " So far
as the towusite at Cardiff was concerned,
he should have interrupted them by
telling thenm that it was not intended
to establish one. The resumption was
being made more with the intention of
conserving the interests of the Govern-
ment in the future, and even Mr. Ewing,
the member, had not opened his mouth
to him on the subject either officially or
privately." Strange to say, on May 2nd,
1904, a letter to this effect was sent to the
district, to a few of those agitating for the
townsite: " I forward litho. in reply to
your favour, and would ask you to please
mark proposed site of townsite you sug-
gest. When this is done your appli-
cation will be considered. J.M.H."

MR. GREGORY: Bywbomn is that signed?1
MR. HENSHAW : "I.M.H." The

people of Collie were not satisfied. They
thought something funny was going on,
and when the Premier visited the district
they broached the subject to him. The
Premier (Mr. Walter James) stated that
the forming of another townsite at Cardiff
should be discouraged, as it meant a loss
to the Government and a drag all rolund.
He sympatbised with those who had estab-
lished their interests at Collie, and lie
did not wish to see another site established
at such a short distance. He deprecated
the duplication of townsites owing to the
necessity for the building of schools and
other public places. The elections took
place soon after that, and a fortnight later,
when a change of Government was
imminent, this minute is placed on
record:-" 20/2/04. Cabinet have ap-
proved of a new townsite at Cardiff.
.. M.H." Is that a fair deal? These
are the gentlemen with aspirations to
control the country, and who wish to see
a better condition of things existing
than can be found at present.

MR. GRGooRY: What are you going to
do with the workmen living at Cardiff-
make them live at Collie?

MR. HENSHAW: I am referring to
the deception practised.

Ma. SPEAKER: The hon. member
must not make such a statement.

Mu. HENSHAW: I withdraw it.
Having referred to these matters, I
wish to get down to more important
subjects to which the House should
give attention. I must give credit
to those to whom credit is due. Dur-
ing the previous Administration and
Administi ations, a large number of timber
leases have been granted. These leases
have been granted contrary to the spirit
of the Act under which they were given.
The Land Act distinctly lays it down
that no leaseholder, and no corporation?
shall hold more than 75,000 acres of forest
country; yet we find that when the
present Government went into power
leases totalling nearly five times that
area were being held by one party. I
speak of the Timber Combine. They were

Ibeing held on such conditions that the
terms under which they were taken up
were not being complied with. A large

*number of small niillowners and others
*were desirous of getting some of this
country, yet the Government of the day
did not take any action to throw the land
open to those who were prepared to use
it. At the present time, I am pleased to
say that the Government have taken
some action in the matter.

MR. BURGES: Row many years will it
take to get the thing readyP

MR. HENSHAW: It would have been
done long ago if tepath had been left
clear by the prtdecessors of the Govern-
ment. The conditions under wvhich these
leases, and many other leases apart from
timber leases, have been granted were of
such a loose nature that it would entail
much time and work before they could be
fixed up. All the concessions that have
been granted in the past have been
granted in such a, loose way that it is
difficult to deal with them at present. If
the Government did their duty, and
acted according to the conditions under
which the Midland Railway was granted,
they would have closed on the lessees
long ago. The conditions under which
that particular concession was granted

Iwere of such a loose nature that it is
hardly to be expected that any Govern-
ment could close on the company. There
are quite a number of leases being
held by the Combine which are not being
worked in the manner in which they
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should be, and I hope the conditions will
be enforced, or the Combine made to dis-
gorge. [MR. Bunnxs: Have the hewers
tried and failed ?] A good deal has
been said about the timber industry
during the last few months, and I want
to make the position clear. Mr. Teesdale
Smith, who is the leader of the Combine
and who a short time ago was a member
of this House and lost nothing by it, has
been stating that the timber industry is in
a languishing condition, and that the
millowners of the State cannot compete
with those in other States, and that

%it is necessary there should be at
considerable reduction in wages and an
extension of hours, or, as an alternative,
that the country should reduce the rail-
wayv freights so as to place the Combine
ina position to compete with the timber
industry in other States. Dealing with
the railway freights, I have gone into the
question and I have found that the rates
in this State are considerably lower than
the rates in force in New South Wales,
VictoriA, South Australia, or Queensland.
Tasmania I do not refer to because I have
no record; at the same time there is very
little railway freight there, as most of the
mills are oni the banks of the various
streams. Takingadistance from Fremantle
to Kalgoorlie and making a comparison
with the rates for the same description of
goods for a similar distance in the
Eastern States on timber, they disclose
this. From Fremantle to Kalgoorlie we
are paying 24s. 9d. per ton on hard-
Woods and the average in New South
Wales is 34s. for the same distance.
The average in Victoria is 29s. 9d. I use
the average for the reason that there
axe varying rates according to the sizes of
the timber in both places. In South Aus-
tralia the rate for the same distance is
45s. 7d.; in Queensland it is :36g. 4d.;
and that return shows (dearly to my mind
that the rates in this State are con-
siderably lower than are those in any of
the other States. It maLy be said that in
one particular State, Queensland, they
have a lower rate; and in attempting to
justify that statement in all probability
some special concession that may have
been granted will be trotted out. If
this is done, I hope that the special
concession will be compared with the
special concessions which have been
granted in this State, and that the ordi-

nary rate will be compared with the
ordinary rate elsewhere. The return given
by the Statistical Department shows that
this industry is increasing every year in
volume and value. In 1901 the value of
timber exported from this State was
£572,000; in 1902 the value was
£500,000. There was a Small decline
there, but in the following year, 1908,
the value of export jumped to X619,705.
During the year that has just closed,
1904, the value was £654,000, and for
the first four months of this year the
return is well up to that volume. These
figures disclose the fact that the timber
industry is a flourishing one. I admit
it can be increased in volume, increased
in prosperity, finding work for hundreds
of additional men, if it is treated in a
proper manner. The present Govern -
ment has taken this question in hand,
and I hope it will continue to have the
opportunity of seeing it through and
extending tbis additional avenue for
employment. The difficulty at the
present time is to get forest country ad-
jacent to any of our railways. A forestry
board was appointed pursuant to the
Land Act which was passed last year,
and to that forestry board there have been
quiite a number of applications for forest
land. I know of at least a dozen who
have applied for land under the pro-
visions of that Act; and I hope they will
be given an opportunity of taking- up
some of this land and getting to work
at a very early date, providing more
work for those who are engaged in this
industry. [MR. A. J. WILSON: HOW
many of these applications were dummy
applications?] They are not dummy.
applications. I will take them perhaps
in their order of merit. I think I
can convince the hon. member that
they are not dummy applications.
Will the hon. member contend that the
Kirrup people have put in a dummy
application; that the W. A. Sawmnilling
Company have got in a dummy applica-
tion ? That is a firm of sawmillers
which at the present time employ over
500 men, and is locked in at the present
time with the Combine's unused leases.
That is done purposely to keep) it from
getting into the forest. I ask the hon.
member if that is a duminy application,
and I hope he will be honest enough to say
yes or no. [MR. A. J. WILSON: I never
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said it was. Read the applications, and I
will say what are the dummy ones.] Will
the hon. member contend that the
Hewers' Association, which has had an
application in for a piece of country, has
put in a dummy application ? To my
knowledge there are 250 to 300 men
ready to go into that country. Is that a
dummy application ? (MR. A. J. WIL-
SON : I ead the applications; I will tell
you which are dummy ones.] Will the
hon. member contend that Messrs.
Whittakter Brothers, of Subiaco, and
J. M. Ferguson, Lyle Brothers, Sexton
and Drysdale, Gill McDowell, and Lynas
Brothers put in dumimy applications?
Theposition is this, thattiere are from 12
to 15 individuals and companies anxious
to go on to forest land, and so far they
have been deprived of the opportunity.
Anad if there is one reason why this Gov-
ernment should stay in power, it would
be to allow it to complete the work which
I know it has initiated. [MEM:BER: Will
the hon. member state why Sexton and
Dryadale are selling out of the country
they already hold down South ?] I
cannot give the bon. wember the answer
to that question. I say, however, that I
know there are people I have enumerated
this evening who have forfeited their
land to the State, passing it back again
for the reason that it is cut out. The
Kirrup people are doing that. Within
the last few months they have passed
back perhaps anything from 10,000 to
20,000 acres because it has been cut out.
There is another aspect of this question
which should be referred to, that is the
hewing. There has been a wholesale
prejudice against the timber hewer. It
has been said by the partisans of the
Combine and other millowners that the
timber hewer wastes a. lot of timber.
In my opinion it is very absurd to
say that. These men should be given
an opportunity of profitable employment
-employment free from the bad influence
of bad employers. To Show how foolish
that contention is, I way say that to my
knowledge in the Kirrup district there
are about 300 bowers who are cutting on
country which has bean passed in to the
State by the sawmilling companies as
being cut out. They are hewing timber
and getting a fair amount from land
which has been passed in by the saw-
milling companies as being cut. While

it has no longer served the purpose of the
mill it has been finding a bare living for
timber hewers. In connection with the
waste in the mill and by the cutter, I
believe I am an authority on this question.

II have acted as tallymnan in many mils
in this State, and I can sky without
fear of contradiction that if the mill
got about 33 per cent, of Sawn timber
from the log it was getting a fair record.
The balance of 66 per cent. goes into
the fire and is destroyed; and that is
a question which the advisory board,
I believe, are either dealing with or they
should be dealing with. That waste

*should be curtailed very considerably.
That immense waste of timber is never

*seen, because it is put into the fire
and destroyed. I believe the timber
hewer does not waste as much, and I
want to be very clear on that. His refuse is
left in the bush, where it can be seen,
and because it is left there and can be
seen by many who pose as critics they
say the hewer destroys or wastes more,
timber than the millowner. This is not
so. I will not detain members much
longer, hut I contend that whatever the
result of this division is-I suppose all
members have made up their minds
about it.-[Mx. fuRo~s: Are you quite
sure what you are going to do ?] -I con-
tend that before this no-confidence motion
was moved at all, some specific instances

*of maladministration should have been
trotted out. Some good reason other
than the desire of office should have been
shown.

Mn. Eunossn: Was the hon. member
in orderP

Mx.SPEAKER: In whatP
Ma. Burs: Speaking of seeking

o ffice.
MR. SPEAKER: I did not notice it.

If the hon. member made an imputation
hie must withdraw.

Mu. HENSHAW: I thiink some valid
reason should have been shown by the

*leader of the Opposition and his party
before the taking of this vote. The
position is just the same as it was at
the last election. No change has taken
place, and there has been no reason for a
change. I am not desirous that any Gov-
erment--and this Government in par-
tieolar---should cling to office unneces-
sarily. But I say that some good grounds
for a change should be given before any

[19 Jul-Y, 1905.1Address-in -reply -
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movement is made in that direction. So
far no good reasons have been given. On
the opposite benches there are gentlemen
who have administered the affairs of this
country, who have a full knowledge of
administration, and they are just the men
who could act as critics. They see no
fault, and they can find no fault; they
cannot put their finger on any particular
instance where this Govoriilnent has done
wrong, and for this reason I think this
movement on their part is unbecoming
and unwarranted. I regret to see the
member for Sussex (Mr. Frank Wilson)
in the f ront rank of that particular bench.
The hon. member joined with, I think,
Mr. Morgans and Mr. Moorhead and a
few more some years ago, and his alliamnce
with them caused their downfall. They
were defeated ignominiously. There is
a matter I had almost overlooked which
I would like to refer to. The leader of
the Opposition has on several occasions
stated that if the people in this State had
a say again in the choice of their repre-
sentatives the position would be very
different. But it is only 12 or15 months
ago that the leader of that gentleman
(Mr. James), attending a banquet held at
Fremantle, in the Workers' Hall, got up
and said he was going to fight the Labour
party, and that he would give them a good
sound drubbing. He was bosting in the
same way as the member for Guildford has
since been boasting; and what was, the
resultV Hegota good sound drubbing him-
self. The position of parties was changed,
and I believe it would he changed again
if they appealed to the country. [MNf.
GREGORY: You forget they have had a-
year's experience.] Yes; we have had at
year's experience, and speaking here
to-night I have disclosed some of my

eprence, and I do not think it reflects
crdton those who are responsible for

that condition of things. In the face of
that condition of things, I think it is
unbecoming that they should have taken
any action to control the affairs of this
country. I hope such a calamity will not
eventuate. There is one matter I would
like to deal with, and that is in connec-
tion with the Collie-Narrogin line. The
member for York (Mr. Burges) stated
that settlers in the Williams had thrown up
their land and cleared out of the district.
Unfortunately for Collie, the Williams
people have got their line; and they have

got it much quicker perhaps than any other
Government would have given it to them.
I find the line is complete right to the
Williams; and for that reason I very
much doubt the hon. member's statement
that these settlers have thrown up land
Unfortunately, there is always a lot of
people who desire to traffic in bind, to
speculate in it and to ramble in it; and
many of these gamblers who took up land
along that route mayv have thrown up
their country, while some of themu May
have had it forfeited, and rightly so too.
I hope to see that railway carried through
to Collie at th6 earliest possible date.
At Collie, people are looking for the
produce from the other end. At present
the people of Collie and those in thie
timber districts throughout the South-
West are getting their chaff and other
produce fromt Northanm, when the same
stuff is being grown within a few miles
of their doors, if the connection be
made through, the people in the timber
districts and Oollie mining dist riot will
giet cheap produce. On the other hand,
people in the Williams, Darkan, and
Narrogin districts and all round there
are now getting their timber supplies
from the Collie district, after it is taken
to Perth 136 miles. and then 14? miles
down the Great Southern Railway, while
the stuff is growing within 50 miles of
their holdings. If the railway line he
carried through it will give a double
service.. It will serve the people in the
Williams and Narrogin districts, and
will also serve people in the Collie
district.

HON. F. H. PLEsE: Do you think
there would be very much timber along
that line?

ME. HENSHAW: I have been over
the route, and I know for a fact that
for the first thirty or forty miles there
is fair jarrah country, and that in this
country, although many have stated the
lead is valueless, there is some of the
best fruit-growing land in the State. In
the ravines and low-lying lands there is
rich fertile soil, such as we see round
Collie, Donnybrook, or Bridgetown. I
do not say there is a large proportion of
it. Unfortunately there is only a small
proportion of it in any of these districts.
If we go to Bridgetown we find that
perhaps only 26 per cent, of the land is
worth cultivating ; but it is good fruit
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country; and there is plenty of that sort
of country within the first thirty or
forty miles fromi Collie. If the line were
buift through we would be relieving the
tension in the Forestry Department. We
go through and open the country, and
there is timber traffic at once. There is
another way of looking at it. No doubt
the Darken, Williams, and West Arthur
country is first-class wheat-growing
country; and people who have gone out
there with the intention of cultivating
wheat are looking for a direct cut to the
nearest port; and they can get it in
eighty miles. On the other hand, if they
have to take their wheat either to Albany
or Fremantle they have to freight it con-
siderably over 200 miles. That addi-
tional freight means the difference
between life and deatb to that particular
industry. It may be said there is no
wheat cultivation going on there now;
but I have been through the district and
have never seen in any part of Australia,
which is saying a good deal, so much
laud being cleared and so much fencing
goinig on. Mile after mile trees are
felled and being burned off; and this
clearing is costing something like 30s.
an acre. The settlers see this ad-
vantage to them and are taking the
land up all through the country. The
soil is good. and the climate is good; but
above all the land is continuously good.
You can travel from the Darken nearly
fifty miles to Nearrogin and eastward again
for another thirty or forty miles, and it
is all good country without a single break,
and all that land is coming into cultivation
inside the next year or two. It will come
on all at once, and a railway will be re-
quired to take the wheat to the ships
at Bunbury. I think it is only eighty
miles. to the heart of that district, and if
these people are going to get anything
like a. service at all, they must have their
short-cut out or the service is no good at
all. The mistake was made in starting
the railway at the other end. They have
the rails there; but what service are they
to them ? They get stuff in that they are
consuming; but they cannot get their
produce out again at anything like reason-
able cost. If they send the produce to the
fields they have to pass the doors of
fellow-producers until they get to Nor-
tham, nearly 150 miles away; and the
result is they must decrease the price of

their produce to enable them to be on
any thin like even terms with the settlers
in the Northerindistricts. Ms. CoEn:
Reduce the rates according to distance.]
There may be some consideration given
in that 'way to put themn on equal terms;.
but the whole of the freight from Narro-
gin to Northam would need to go
altogether, and the State could not afford
to do anything like that. The only service
that can be given is to extend the railwayv
through to Bunbury.

foRw. F. H. FissE: Going front
Darkan to Collie is really going round
a circle.

THE'MINIsTEIR FoE& LmANS. A loop.
Mu. HEN SH AW: It is AIOOP Of some-

thing like 300 miles. The railway 'must
go straight through to Bunbury to enable
the people to get their lproduce out; and
in the next two or three years the volume
of traffic will surprise many members of
this House. Though I disagree with the
Commissioner of Railways on many
questions, particularly in his condemna-
tion of the Collie coal, now and again we
get somne grains of wisdom from him, and
in connection with the Collie-Narrogin
railway I want to quote some of the
evidence given by him before the Royal
Commission on Collie coal. He was
referring to the Collie-Narrogin Railway,
and said on page 259:

Whether Collie coal is fitted to be used or
not, the Callie-Narrogin. Railway would prob-
ably relieve a lot of traffic on the South-
Western Railway which now hes to climnb the
heavy grades to Chidlow's WeUl to get to
Northam on rouUe to the goldfields, such as
timber, etc. Naturally if we can run a large
amount of our traffic from Narrogin it must
save no money and relieve the congestion on
the Eastern Railway.
There is a good argument for the early
completion of that particular railway.
Timber and coal, perhaps, can be taken
into the Great Southern District and the
people there given a. decided advantage.
I know for a fact that jarrab is being
railed down to Narrogin from Bridge-
town, Greenbuehes, and Collie. Time
after time I have seen truck-loads of
stuff going round via Perth; and the
freight for that distance is more than the
value of the stuff itself. Surely this is
worth considering. I do not doubt but
that it is tho intention of the Govern-
ment to carry the railway through at the
earliest moment; but I 'urge the utmost
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expedition. I hope if this Government
stops in power it will at theearliestmnoment
complete it. If it does not, I hope our
successors will; because it will open up
avenues of employment, which we slhould
all strive to do, and give facilities to
settlers, and give those on the goldields
the produce of the South-Western Dis-
trict at a smaller rate than they have to
pay at present for it. Whatever the
result of this division may be, t hope
every member will strive to open up
avenues of employment. That is what is
necessary at present. I have been advo-
cating the claims for a short railway from
Donnybrook into the stone quarries of
that district. There is a really good
industry there. We have stone wvhich is
equal, if not superior, to any of the free-
stone imported. In Hfoward Street, Perth,
at present there is as fine a piece of
stonework as can be seen in any city of
Australia; and that is Donnybrook stone.
At the present time it is costing as much
to take the stone from the quarry to the
Donnybrook Station, two or three miles,
as it costs to convey it from Donnybrook
to Perth. I should like to see that rail-
way built, and in such a way as would
not only give a service to any particular
individual or lessee, but so that if the
Government thought fit to open up a
quarry for the State's use the railway
could be availed of.

MR. Gasooy : Have you not just
leased one State quarry at Greenmiounte

MR. HENSHAW: I do not know if a
quarry for road-metal has been leased.
The State should be safeguarded in the
direction I have indicated. If it be
necessary at any time to open up a quarry
the Government should have the oppor-
tunity to do so. There is enough stone
A Donnybrook to build the cities of
Australia - mountains of it. I have
seen a face on the stone from which
the front of the Rouses of Parlia-
ment could be carved out in one solid
piece, the stone not having- a flaw in
it. T think we should encourage these
industries mid find work as far as we

possibly can, and spend money only in
such directions as we can spend it legiti-
mately. If we follow a, policy such as
that, and at the same time endeavour to
make conditions of work attractive, we
will not need to bother our heads about

bringing in people: the question of
immigration will then settle itself.

At 6130, the SvEAKxER left the Chair.
At 7-30, Chair resumed.

AMENDMENT ON TRS AMENDMENT.

Ma. C0. J. MORAN (West Perth):
Owing to the generous courtesy of the
member for Katanning (Hon. F. H.
Piesse), I atn permitted to address the
House this evening in connection with the
motion of want of confidence now under
its consideration. I think it has been
expected for the last day or two that it
was time those few members who we
were told had the controlling influence,
and who were likely to decide by their
solid vote the fate of this motion, should
speak on the quiestion. It was utterly
impossible for any member on this bench
(Independent-Ministerial) to have spoken
before this evening. All anxiety iad
attention had been given to the subject
by the g4-ntlemen on this bench; and
before this evening it was not possible
for us to have spoken without perhaps
having interfered in some way with other
methods which might have shortened
this debate somewhat. The position at the

ipresent moment is that we have decided
that it is our duty, which we intend to
fu]lfil, to clearly place before the country
our views in connection with the politics
of Western Australia, and especially our
views of the present necessities of this
great State. Independently of the direct
vote of want of confidence placed by the
leader of the Opposition before the
House, and independently (though not
so much so) of the policy propounded by

Ithe leader of the Government, I may be
permitted in a few short sentences to
review the position which leaves us
(Independent-M inisterialists) on this side
of the House, after having supported the
Government for twelve months. When
Mr. James was Premier of Western
Australia, and went to the country at the
last general election, he inaugurated a
campaign, a vigorous one, against the
Labour party, the direct Labour party,
anl also against those members of the old
Opposition to his Government who
happened to be standing for the suf-
frages Of the electors of this country.
Strictly speaking, the members of what

Addreos-in-rrj)1y -
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has been called in the past the Iii-
dependent party -which includes the
members oif this bench (Independent
Ministerial) and members of the conres-
ponding bench on the opposite side, also
in the beginning my friend the member
for Sussex (Mr. Frank Wilson)-were
the legitimate Opposition, the uncom-
promising Opposition to the James
Government. My friend the member for
Subiaco (Hon. Hf. flaglish) was some-
what awkwardly placed when the House
met after the general elections, in having
to attack a Government which he bad so
generously and so consistently supported
up to the time of the general elections.
There was no ambiguity about myself
and the other members sitting here.
Speaking for myself, I was not an
Independent, but was a direct opponent
of the James Government; pledged in
my first speech to the electors of West
Perth to put that Government out first,
and take the consequence of putting in a
Government to follow, which I knew and
expressed my belief would be ]argely a
Labour Government. That position was
a clear one. I was strenuously opposed
to Mr. James anid his Ministers, and as
usual I was opposed not quite so strenu-
ously by the Labour party; but it is
marvellous how we seem to fight outside,
through some awkward dispensation of
fate, while we generally seem to row
together when it comes to a question of
legislation. After the general elections,
members on this bench were in a position
to put the present Government in power
and to give them a generous meed of
support, which I hold we have loyally
done up to date. I think none will be
-More willing to admit this than the
present head of the Government. Mr.
James was in this peculiar position-and
the leader of the Opposition will pardon
me for sketching bis position briefly-
that when members came together in this
House Mr. James had a policy which
could be stamped as being forward and
democratic, so far as his Ministers were
concerned; but there was this strange
anomaly, that the gentlemen sitting
behind him at that time were utterly
opposed to the progressive, or I may
say the experimental, planks in his
platform. I quote my friend from
Canning (Mr. Gordon) as being not a
conservative member by anymeans, but

anyhow he was one of the members who
were opposed to some of the experi-
mental legislation of Mr. James. That
was the position of the Independent
party. When the meutbersof that party
considered the advisability of allowing
'Mr. James to remain in office, or of
putting his opponents in, this position
faced us, that Mir. James and his five
Ministers who held a certain policy, the
principal planks of that policy being of a
progressive or socialistic character-that
much misused word-were opposed by the
very men who made up Air. Jam~es's
following. What would have been the
position ? Although fighting ostensibly a
campaign against Labour, against the
Labour party because of their rising
power and their rising arrogance, in
putting forward his measures his
followers would have trooped across
the House in his favour, and the Labour
party would have trooped behind him to
carry those measures because his platform
was part (if the platform of the Labour
party. On the one hand, if the Labour
party had made an attempt to displace
Mr. James, he would have held up the
bogie of the Labour party to his own
followers. On the other hand, if he
wished to carry his measures through, he
and his twenty-two Labour sympathisers
would have to carryv those measures in
the teeth of his own followers. I
objected then, and always shall object,
that this was not responsible government
or anything like it. If the dominant
party held the views which Mr. James
held, the rightful place for them was on
those Treasury benches, to take the
full responsibility of caring out the
measures they were supportinggby follow-
ing Mr. James. Now, that weighed very
much with some members who wished to
see responsible government established on
a proper basis. As for myself and the
gentlemen sitting here. speaking for four,
we never had any intention of allowing
Mr. James to remain in power because
we were opposed to his adniinistra-
tion, and we thought we had suffi-
ciently good reasons. You know how
strongly marked party lines get, and
unfortunately how deep party imnpres-
sions are; so that in the present position,
when party principles crop up-and
they will crop up, as 1 think the leader
of the Opposition will agree is the case-
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so far as we on this bench are concerned,
our party differ with those on the opposite
Independent bench upon these lines,
that although they were content to place
the Labour party in power, they were not
content to give that support which was
necessary to enable them to carry out
that policy. We four men are to-day,
and always have been and will continue
to be, in sympathy to a. large extent with
the Labour policy of the party now
occupying the Government benches. We
were therefore supporting a Government
in whose policy per se we largely believe,
a democratic policy; and could it have
been accompanied by wise and capable
administration, there was no great gulf
between the members of this bench and
the Labour benches such as would pre-
vent us from continuing to give our
support, nut only during the last session
but the session to follow. That is the
position. We on this bench are still in
sympa-thy with the rising democratic
feeling. We fully recognise that it is no
use appealing to-day to the conservative
element in any Australian State. This
is the day of the rule of the people as a
whole. We may have the keenest oppo-
sition to the methods of the Labour
party, and for my' self I have accused
some of the Labour members with being
slightly arrogant in claiming to be the
crdme de la crgm of democracy, of being
the purest of the pure, and that those
outside the Labour caucus are not to be
trusted as democratic legislators.
think this feeling will pass away. But
we are still in sympathy with the rule of
the people; feeling that in an educated
country like Western Australia, an en-
lightened and experienced people, men
of enterprise and adventure an-d indi-
vidualism, a people gathered together
from the whole of the Eastern States,
these people are not likely to go far
wrong; and I defy my friends on the
Treasury benches to conceiveany organi sa-
tion that will long stind associated with
incompetent government, no matter with
what high pretension s it may lie protected.
The good sense of the people will in the
long-run declare for the well-i ed lines of
responsible grovernment; and in spite of
the ismns-the socialism, the unionismn, and
the sinking of individuality-t-he world
will never see the time, and Western Aus-
tralia can never afford to see the time,

when individuality, intellect, strength of
character, determination, will, and ability
will cease to have a determining influ-
ence even in a country endowed with the
richest blessings of the franchise. There-
fore, we need not fear the horrors and
evil acts and gonsequences such as are
feared from a Labour Government by
the member for Perth ('Mr. H. Brown).
I think he at times overdoes the picture;
he allows his imagination to run riot
with him ; yet all know that personally
he is a generous-spirited man, and a man
with whom other members are on the
very best terms. That being so, I trust
I have not trespassed on the House in
putting in as clear a light as possible the
position of this (Independent) party to
date. Some of the members on this little
bench have been unwillingly thrust into
publicity of late, much against their own
desires, they being men of very retiring
dispositions. Those members are not
what are generally known as men of
straw, but men endowed with, to use a
good old expression, a big stake in the
country. Take my friends from Kim-
berley (Mr. Con nor) and Gascoyne (Mr.
Butcher). They are not the class of men,
we are told, who ought to support a
Labour Government. But I remember
well how, when visiting New Zealand, my
eyes were opened as to the class of men
who 'kept and. still keep Mr. Seddon Pre-
mier of that country. I was astonished to
find that his warmest champions were
the squatters. I give the name of the
Rutherfords of Canterbury, men of
imumense estate and wealth. Air,.Ruther-
ford said to me: " We did at one time
think Mr. Seddon was about to bring
ruin to New Zealand; but the result has-
been, by wise government of the country
and the exploitation of all its resources,
that our land has become more valuable,
and there has been a good market for
our shieep. It is true he has a land
resumption policy; but after all. I have
never known at case in which anyone was
unduly deprived of his land without
getting fair value for it." That
being so, I fail to see why the fact of a,
Labour Government being in power
shoulId of itselIf prevent anyv class of the
community from supporting that Govern-
ment, always granting that Ministers
have the ability and experience of states-
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men or men of business, to conduct the
affairs of the country.

MNI. RASOzq: Is Mr. Seddon a Labour
Premier ?

Ma. MORAN: My friend is asking
me a question with which I intend to
deal fully. I want, if possible, to break
dlown the exclusiveness of the Labour
party, and to get them to adopt in West-
ern Australia a Government like that of
New Zealand, which will be just as good
in Western Australia as in that country.
Mr. Seddon is not a member of the
Labour party; but putting his policy
and the policy of our Government side
by side, I assure the House that Mr.
Seddon is a fair way ahead of the Labour
party in Western Australia in the matter
of what is called socialistic legislation. I
travelled through every part of New
Zealand, saw its thriving industries, its
contne peope Its prosperity far ahead
of nthate in ny tate of Austala excep t
this one, and its indutrial weath, whichb
is based on a surer footing than ours is
yet. But I say for the benefit of my
Labour friends that I noticed a little
im patience at a little too much legislation
in New Zealand. And I was informed by
some whom I could discover that they were
too well governed, they were altogether
too kindly wet-nursed. And a great
many of them longed for bigger Aus-
tralia, where the individuality which is

the pride of our race can have a wider
scope than perhaps it can in New
Zealand. That is an instinct that you
will never still in mankind, the instinct
of iudividuality. rhe House will re-
member that somewhere about this time
last session, or a little later in the
session, there was a temporary political
"situation." There seemed to be some
doubt in the country and the House
whether, although we (Tndependents) had
crossed to the Government side of the
House, we intended to support the
Labour Government. The result was a
prompt announcement in this House by
the Premier that we had consented to
support him, that we had a dlearly.
defined policy, that the utmost good
feeling existed between the Labour
Cabinet and this (Independent) bench,
and that he was assured of a majority
for that session. And I pride myself on
the fact that notwithstanding all the
criticisms levelled against the Govern-

ment for its work last session, I have yet
to learn of a session in which more
genuine work was done. The business of
the. country was carried on fairly satis-
factorily; valuable measures were passed;
and as a result of the confidence given to
the Premier by a, majority of members,
he abandoned the very cautious attitude
he had taken up at Subiaco. I think be
is a very cautious man; probably over-
cautious, and perhaps over-rn ent at
times. I know he has a habit of worry-
ing the Press with long interviews. As
a result of placing it beyond all doubt that
the Government were to remain in power
last session, I may also state that I
heard on all sides in Perth, and from
strong financial authorities here, that
we (Independents) did wisely in giving
the Government a fair trial. And
no calamity followed. If a depres-
sion is noiceable, there may he other
causes for it. We may have yet to leairn
that we are not at a stage through
which other States hava passed from
times of comparative boom down to
times of bedrock; and anyone who
analyses our revenue returns will agree
that we are still very wealthy and pros-
perous. It will be remembered that the
Premier's policy speech at Subiaco was

Ivery freely commented upon; and let me
here say, a. fairer criticism, a more
generous treatment of an opponent, I
have not heard in any motion of want of

confidence made in the Parliament of
Western Australia than was delivered by
the leader of the Opposition. His speech
was a pattern of style; and T am only
sorry that it was not much more vigorous;
for I intend to find more faults than
hes found with the Government, and on
bigger matters than those on which be
chose to touch. The second Subiaco
speech, compared with the first, reminded

Ione of the old story of the gibbinig horse
which bolted. The mark-time speech and
the other speech were very' different in
quality. But will the country and the
House remember, as4 I remember, the
principal charge levelled at the Govern-
ment for the original Subiaco speech ? It

I centred in one expression: " What is the
good of this Government? It is a stag-
nation Government. It will do nothing.'
But, as a result of a conference and an
understanding between this party (In-
dependents) and the Government, a
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policy in which the Government believed
but were not certain whether they were
strong enough to propound was pro-
pounded, and that policy was prnetically
put before the electors in the Subiaco
speech of last month. Shortly after-
wards we (Independents) met, and con-
eluded that the Government policy was
on the whole one we could support with
a fair certainty that the interests of the
country were being studied. We decided
that therewas inthe Goverumentone fault
and a very grave fault-that Ministers
did not appear to have that grip of
administration which we expected of
them. This was probably because the
Premier was so often absent. But I
do not think the present Government
have evinced that masterly grip of the
affairs of this country which would
entitle them to be called to-dasy a reform
Government. They are not a reform
Government. They have not yet given
us evidences of substantial reform,
economical or -departmental. We (Inde-
pendents) said so. We also remarked a
great mistake in the Premier's speech.
Perhaps we were thinking of the old days
when Sir John Forrest was Premier. He
was so fond of dilating on the resources of
this State ; he always had a bold progres-
sive policy; but Ie; always had with it a
financial statement carrying his listeners
on to the end of the proposed public
works, There appeared to be a clearness
of view about him which, although the
works looked large and comprehensive,
showed that they were in the hands of a
comprehensive mind, the mnind of a man
who knew the end of his journey, and
how to get there. '['ht is a feature
marked by its absence in the present
Premier's policy speech. He has not
been able to give, either in the Subiaco
speech or in his speech in defence the
other day, that financial statement which
we are entitled to expect. The Premier
may later on undertake this work; and T
want to point out that in asking for the
confidence of this House in a very critical
position, he asks for our confidence in
the policy he has foreshadowed in this
House, and we are entitled to ask him
to-night how lie intends to carry it out.
UP to date the Premier has not given us
any indication of his financial methods,
or his ways and means of carrying out
the great policy hie has foreshadowed. I

maintain that thiepresent financial system
of Western Australia needs a complete
overhaul. I think the Premier is largely
drifting on in the old methods, and it

Imay be wvise to overhaul the whole
financial system, to find out exactly where

Iwe stand, to find out whether we .are so
greatly in need of revenue, whether we
are piling up revenue in times of plenty
and encouragin 'g in this country a spend-
thrift policy which will wreck us later
*on when the country drops down to the
more normal level reached by its Eastern
neighbours. I wish to have a word just
here with the Labour party. I do not
think it wise at this stage to mix up a
question of taxation, and especially an
income tax and a Laud tax--taxation for
revenue purposes-with anything con-
nected with what is called demnocracy, or
socialism, or planks or platforms. The
two questions stand altogether apart.
The matter of financing the State stands
apart, I hope, from any claim of the
Labour partyv that one of their planks is
an unimproved land tax and another an
income tax. These proposals are as old
as responsible government. Neither of
them is a democratic discovery. The
inconie tax is largely utilised in a great
many most conservative countries. A
land tax is the first and oldest form of
taxation. So there is nothing novel,
nothing to boast about because these
planks have been put in the Labour
platform, unless there is an attendant
desire to use one as a weapon to make
people who are wrongfully holding land
give opportunities for its utilisation by
those who will work it. I think the
whole House has agreed in the past that
the time has come for Western Australia
to consider the question of an unimproved
land tax. That, I think, was part of
the policy of the leader of the Opposition
(Mr. Rason) when a Minister; but the
question of ain income tax stands on
an. altogether different ground. [iM.
BURGES : You have no land, I suppose?]
My land may be as valuLble as
that of the hon. member. I hope,
however, that will not interfere with
my vote on this question, though I know,
and it is useless to deny it, that interests
are represented in this House. The
hon. member will be influenced in his
vote by the fact that be represents a
farming electorate. But there are several
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men in this House who, I hope, will not
be prejudiced one way or other, because
they represent constituencies not so
distinctly marked. [MR. Bunoxs: The
hon. member was net here to-night when
I spoke.] If 1 have wronged the bon.
member in any way, I heartily withdraw
my statement. But I say it is well and
wise to have land representatives in this
House; because if we have not any, the
lands of the country may be unjustly
treated. There is no harm in any mem-
ber defending the interests he represents,
and there never will be. But an income
tax stands on an altogether different basis.
It is a question with the income tax,
whether we want the money just now,
and is it a fair means of gathering in
taxation ? I see nothing unfair in an
income tax. Anl income tar, if -we want
money, is a fair form of taxation, and a
land tax will touch some form of wealth,
and an income tax in a country like
Western Australia would strike more;
but if we want revenue, then we should
have an income tax. I am not prepared
to admit that either a land tax for
revenue purposes or ank income tax is
necessary in Western Australia yet. I
have absolutely -no prejudices in con-
nection with the matter one way or the
other. I wish to impress on the country
in connection with the needless cry at
the present time that more revenue is
wanted, that we collect a grievous toll
from the people of Western Australia,
already. We collect double as much
from the people of Western Australia as
any State in Australia collects. Latter on
I hope to quote some figures kindly
handed to me by the member for Cool-
girdie-I intend to quote very few
figures in this debate-to show the
posit-ion of this State in reference to its
revenue. I want to say a word upon a
matter which is not in our purview as
legislators, bitt it is a matter which
affects us considerably. We have lost
control of our Customs, the only big
source of revenue we had to govern the
State with. We have lost control of that
means for all time through going into
Federation. Any House of Parliament
to.Aay which fails to take particular
notice of the trend of events in federal
politics will be acting in a very unwise
manner. Should it happen that Mr.
Deakin and the Labour party coalesce in

1Victoria on the basis of a strong pro-
tective tariff, we shall have to go
very cautiously in Western Australia,
or we shall be landed in very great
difficulty. I have been a protectionist
all ray political life. So far as Western
Australia is concerned I have fought
always as a, protectionist. I have fought
for our own protection, and whyF It
was a very mzodest protection we had in
this country in the old days. Compared

Iwith the other States, leaving out New
South Wales, we were a freetrade State
practically. We built up our substantial.
homesteads and smiling and prosperous

I farms in the eastern districts with our
protection in the old days; but what will

Ibe the position in Western Australia if
we get a high protective tariff in the
Federal Parliament? lam a&protectionist,
a r said, but I cannot help remembering
that I am a Western Australian first and
a paroebialist so far as State rights are
concerned. I cannot help remembering
our scale of living in Western &Australia,
dispite all the disputes, and trouble about

Ithe lowness of wages-it is true to-day.
and I am glad it is so, I would that it
remained so, the scale of living is higher
in Western Australia than in Victoria,
and the scale of wages likewise. We are
living on a higher scale than the people
of Victoria. Our protection is gone.
The freight between Victoria, and Western
Australia is a cypher in comparison with
this fact. Victoria is an old protectionist
country. She has her buildings lying
waiting there for the day to flood th~e
markets of Western Australia. Victoria,
has her army of trained artisans who
to-day are walking the streets and living
half-starved, who are waiting to flood the
Western Australian markets with goods,
and Victoria will have to pay no toll for
her goods which come here. We must

*live in hope, but we know in spite of all
*the regulations and the laws, the grand
law of supply and demand will one day
bring us to the same level that Victoria
is in to-day. If we cannot hold our own
under the protectionist tariff at first,
we know that there is that immutable

jlaw which will always rule and
which will equalise 'matters. Can we
fail to remember also that there is a
danger, I do not believe it is immediate

orgaeat present, that if a different
sseofdistribution of our contribution
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through the Customs takes place to
the Federal Parliament, that as a State we
may lose anything between £400,000
and £2.00,O000, and this shows how
serious is the position. But, I have every
confidence in the good sense of the public
men in the Federal Parliament to know
that they would not allow such a thing
to take place. If we ask for new taxai-
tion at the present moment, what are we
to do when we want revenue if we use up
all our methods ofriigrvnue now?1
There is the old ma of political
economy that it is most unwise to draw
one penny more from the people than is
necessary to carry on good government.
We have submitted to uts proposals for
raising revenue through land taxation,
and the Labour party have decided, they
have carried in Congress almost unani-
mously, a resolution that there shall be
no exemption at all, big or little. [MR.
ScADDAN: That is for tbe future.] I
am glad to know it. In dealing with
principles we cannot get away from these
obligations. I think it is the Opposition
that ought to be carrying such a, resolu-
tion, and not the Labour people who
represent the poor. It is to the credit of
the Labour party that they at least have
had pure ideals in their politics, and I
believe that in carrying that resolution
they viewed the principle on its true
basis, that is that all land had a certain
value and had increments, and that a
land tax was a. fair one. I urge caution
in the matter, and ay that we well know
that in other Australian cities the most
favoured investment amo~ngst the poor is
to own a block of land. [Mn. BuaESs:
Land nationalisation Will do away with
that.] I intend to have at word la .ter on
about land alienation. That appears
to be the gulf that lies between the
two things; but the Labour party do not
seem to be patting forward very strenuous
efforts to carry out that plank. It is
well to rememb~er that the poor people in
Austi aia are fond of investing in a
block of land. It is a grand trait in our
race. I hold it myself as being a. sacred
principle to encourage people to get a
bomne of their own. I know well the in-
centive that led our fathers and mothers
to settle down and break up the virgin
forests of the other States, and I am
sorr 'y to think to-day too mauy of their
sons do not seem desirous to follow the

example. I shall never desert the principle
of love of one's home. I sayyou are stnk-
ing at the poor by this indiscrimninate laud
tax, and I appeal to my friends who
represent city localities. We are a fairly
heavily taxed people. Municipal taxation
is pretty high. I do not know if auy
occasion has arisen to-day to put aheavier
tax on the small blocks of land about the
city. I have absolutely an open wind on
these matters, hut at present I do not
see the wisdom or the necessity of putting
a land tax on all the blocks of land held
by rich and poor alike in W~est Australia.
I want to say a word on the present in-
dustrial position in West Australia. I
think a great deal too much is being
wade out of industrial disputes at present.
I think we should take a comprehensive
view of the country as a whole. I do not
think West Australia has yet been esta-
blished on at firm economice industrial
basis. I have said, and I say again, that

II do not desire to hear people who have
always in their mouths one cry-the vast
unexplored resources of the great gold-
fields. We always hear that. We heard
it in the old Parliament, and we should
not place too much value on these
statements. I say with a full knowledge
of the history of gold mining in West
*Australia that I hope the industry will
not go down below what it is to-day,
and I am satisfied if it does not
go above that. We are collecting wag-
nificen t returns from our goldfields.
People say our goldfields have only just
been scratched; we are only playing with
the subject yet. I know what the
scratching is. Any amount of scratching
is going on, and many people who have
put thousands of pounds into mining are
scratching for a living to-day. We hear
of the vast possibilities of the goldfields
and the hope of a greater gold return. We
have with our great gold return done far
better than ay Government has done
with i gold return before. We cannot
afford to forget the fact that we have not
yet reached Victoria's highest level as a
gold producer, and where is Victoria's
great gold return to-day F We have heard
of Victoriaes great, interminable gold
resources; I have heard in Queensland
of the interminable resources of the great
goldfields; but 1 say that gold is a
terminable quantity. Every ounce you
take out is gone, and I say Western
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Australia to-day needs tobe cautious and
careful in building up in her agricultural
areas a population and a prosperity which
will take the place of the goldfields,
which may be nearer their decline than
we know of. I do not pretend to be an
expert. I do not say there is to be any
diminution of the gold yield. No
Gjovernment is going to get ainy support
from me that does not recognise the fact
that our grand anchor for the future,
that for our financial prosperity we must
depend on the agricultural resources of
the State to take tht- place of the possible
diminution of the gold industry in the
future. In order to have thai, it is no
use to-day talking abou t land nationalisa-
tion. The lienation Of land into private
hands in the past was always held by the
aristocracy who had the voting power. In
mnany countries the curse of had land
laws and the alienation of landl were
brought about hr those who alone
had the right to appear iin Parliament
and to elvt people to Parliament.
These people protected themselves. It
is following on the dvsending, line from.
the old feudal days to the present.
First it was a king and his nobles,
then the aristocracy, the lIutocracy, then
the favoured middle class if you like,
and to-day we have arrived down to bed-
rock, white the whole of the pleopile have
a right to mnake the laws of the country.
And no landowner can misuse his land or
allow his land to remain unused where
you have a democratic Parliament such
as the one I am speaking in to-night. I
assure my friend there can he no possible
danger at all. The only possible danger
that might remain, to my mind, is the
existence of the House elected on a more
privileged franchise. It is the last
remnant that intervenes between the
power of the people as a whole and the
property classes. I ask any person in
this country, what has the Upper House
of this State done to interfere with the
legitimate passing of democratic laws in
Western Australia? Bear in mind that
we are talking about this as a menace to
the country's welfare. I cannot see
where they have menaced the country's
welfare. Bear in mind I am a believer
in a unicameral sy stem under federation.
I believe that in the future-I am
not in a hurry-tme people of this State
will come to the conclusion that they are

safe in having one people's Chamber. I
in the last in the world to make use of

empty platitudes as to the Upper House
Ibeing a nienace. What has the Upper
House done to cause people to be wan der-
ing about the country to-day out of
work? Who has done it? The Upper
House has not done it. No; the Lower
House is responsible for that. I say that
if to-day we wish to pass a land taxation,
if tn-da~y we wish to pass an unimproved
laud tax in this Parliament, calling upon
a circle of very few corporations of people
in Western Autist ralia to utilise th eir land,
1 thin] -we shall not find another Chamn-
ber interfering with the legitimate effort
(iof this House for the progress of this
State. I amn certain there is going to be
no difficulty there. I am certain thatthe
groat question of to-day is to mnind our
ow n business ina thi s Lower Chamber, anad
show that we are comnpetent to govern
the country and administer its affairs
well; and wvhen the time comnes when
another place stands in the road against
the expressed will of the majority of the
peo ple, then will be the time to talk about
abolishing or doing away with the other
Chamber. The only other argument for
the abolition of that Chamber would be
on the score of economy; and I say that
the bit of money we should save at the
present time is not a very big or grave
matter. There is no occasion to go look-
ig for warfare of this kind. There is

nothing to stop us here, if we are wise
and are capable business men, able
to conduct tiue. affairs of this country,
there is nothing to stop the Labour
party reaching its highest ideals, even
with another Chamber in existence. 'Let
us deal with realities and actualities.
What great measures has the Upper
Chamber blocked ? It has never blocked
anything. When the destinies of this
great Statte were in the balance, and when

Ithat Ohamuber had a legitimate oppor-
tunitv of aserting its independence and
right, it sbould have voted to prevent
this country from going into the toils of
Federation for a few years. It should.
have said " No." But the will of the

Ipeople was expressed that way. I held.
I then, and I hold to-day, that if i had been

in the Upper Chamber T should have
been privileged by the franchise whlich

1put met there, by the constitution of the
IHouse, to say, " This is hasty legislation
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of the worst character. This referendum
has never been placed before the people
properly. Block it for a year." Did the
Upper Chamber block it? No. What
they h ave stopped has been a few paltry
little measures; a few details in a
machbinery Bill, as to a spindle of a sew-
ing machine or something of that kind.
That is all I can discover. The point I
wish to make is this, and I appeal again
to my friends on this side of the House:
there is very little difference to-day
between the professions of any parties in
this country. There is no occasion for
members to hold themselves aloof from
the rest of the governing body in this
Chamber. There is no occasion to regard
everyone else as enemies to democracy;
for this reason, that were it not for the
democrats in this house of old they
would not have been here to-day; and in
this respect the party to which my friend
the leader of the Opposition used to
belong, and his late leader Mr. James,
have, if viewed from that standpoint, a
very noble record in the history of this
country. Even Sir John Forrest himself
is a democrat, but he had to lead a
so-called conservative people unaccus-
tomed to popular franchise, unaccustomed
to the ways of the older States in
the East, upon the path of progress, and
I think that no nobler record has been
put up than was put up by those legisla-
tors whom we are apt to look hack upon
with contu mely. I see no superiority in
this Parliament over any Parliament I
have been in, so far as straightforward
men are concerned; and there is a slight
depreciation if you come to men of
experience who have battled their way
through the world and know what they
are talking about. If I may be allowed,
I desire to offer some criticisms upon the
present Government. I hope I have
cleared the way to show that so far as
we are concerned here, we have no
enmity ait all with the party in this
House in reference to their policy, no
enmity whatever; but there may be
criticism when we come to some of the
proposals of the Government as a
Government, not as a Labour Govern-
ment. The Australian Labour banner
has emblazoned on it "Economy and
reform in finance," and the ideal of the
whole of the LZabour party in Australia
is a very high one-self-contained finance

for Australia. I did hold and I hold
still that the strongest party for reform,
the most effective party in Australian
politics for reform in finance, is the
Labour party, as they represent the
masses, who are supposed always to
clamour the loudest for extravagant ex-
penditure. As far as the Australian
Labour party is concerned, they are
endeavouring nobly to live up to their
ideals in this way, and they are deserving
of every credit for that fact. I believe
the local Labour party has something of
the same ideal, but what a shattered ideal
it is, to be sure! Nothing else can dis-
place finance in importance in this House;
and allow me to repeat that I do not
know that there is any particular reform
in the financial method of the present
Government. I do not notice on behalf
of the Labour members of this Chamber
any desire to get out of the good old
parochial pressure which every tian
brings upon the Treasury for his own
constituency. It is all very well to hear
talk upon finance by my f riend from Fre-
mantle (Mr. Needhaini); but let any-
body get up in this Chamber and attack
any public work for Fremiantle,- and
members will see the bristles like " quills
upon the fretful porcupine" stick out.
These theories are all very' well, but when
it comes down to constituencies the
Labour member is just as parochial as
any man I have seen in this Chamber;
and so it goes on. Theories go to the
wind when a member finds be wants a
work for his constituency. I symipathise
with every Treasurer in power if he has
to resist the pressure by various sup-
porters and all these members of the
House. I have to say this, too, that
since my friend has broken loose from
that mark-time p~olicy, I notice no
difference between his boom policy
and the boom policy of Sir Joihn Forrest,
so far as the propounding of exten-
sive expenditure of public moneys is.
concerned. We know the Premier has
gone far and wide through the States,
that he has apparently listened to pro.
posals for railway schemes in every
imaginable quarter, and given people
who made them the impression that they
would receive very favourable considera-
tion indeed at the hands of the Govern-
ment. [THE PREMfIERi: "Careful."] I
have to find fault with the Premier who
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adopts these methods. I do not think
they are worthy methods. I do not think
he is worse than any other Treasurer or
Premier. The old game seems to go on;
the rremier going to different parts of
the State, attending baaunets. or recep-
ti:ons, and he takes a hland like a man
at these banquets and receptions. There
is the usual speech afterwards and
the suggestion about a railway from
here, or wherever it is, into a desert
somewhere, and there is an evasive reply;
on the whole, such reply as raises hopes in
thle minds of peoje ii' different localities
that they are going to have a railway
constructed. There is no earthly chance
of this country carry' ing out the proposals
hinted at by the present Government in
the next ten years ; and therefore r think
it would be better to have a more definite
public works policy, and tell this House
bow it is going to be start ed and ended,
and how the money is going to be raised
to carry it. out. "R ope deferred mak-eth
the heart sick;' aud it is not fair- to hold
out hopes that the people are going to
have railway communication when one
knows in his beant, the samie as ankyone
else who makes suclh promises, that there
is no chance of getting realisation of
them Ih a reasonable time. 1 think the
time has arrived for dropping that
method of finance. I can not compliment
this Chamber upon its att-ntion to these
matters, when one comes to consider the
way the Estimates of this House are
rushed throughi from. year to year, and
the way in which this Lower Chamber
fails most grievously in that which is its
first, last, and highest duty--the control
of finances. Not only thousands and
hundreds of thousands, but millions of
money have been put through in the last
two years, without the slightest observa-
tion or criticism by members. What is

the pstion to-day ins reference to the
finncial proposals of the present Govern-
ment ? What is the position in refer-
ence to that great department which con-
trols our credit and on which we had
something to say yesterdayP We had
proposals from the Premier of this
State pledging this country to a very big
expenditure in the near future. There is
no doubt about that; but yet we have
had a loan raised, and we do not yet even
know what the cost of that loan was.
That is not fair. We ought to be told

*what the loan has cost. I maintain that
the Premier could have had that informa-
tion very shortly after the loan was
floated, or very close to it, by one cable.
We are still in thle dark as to what was
realised by that loan. There was n't
very much criticism from the leader of
the Opposition Upon the financial pro-
posal-i of the Goverument, I was sadly
disappointed, and I am. sure other
members here must have been. We had
the fact th at the leader of the Opposition's
attack was snore confined to det-ail.
He appeared to miss the big important
points, the proposals of the present Gov-
erniwent. WVe had a great deal of itz
quoque between the two hon. members.
Thle fact that one had made mistakes in
administration was put in as a set-off
against the other. I appeal to alt
memb ers themselves whether, if they
look bactk upon that atttack, it was not
devoid of large issues. Members sitting
here were not pledged one way or the
other on that vote, and I was pleased to
see the House on both sides of us was

* unanimuous, because of course that gave
US an opportunity of examining the pro-

*posals put forward b y the Governmenut
and the conter-charges made by7 the
leader of the Opposition. 'Now I come
to thle first great deficiency in the address
of the leader of the Opposition, at which
I am thoroughly Surprised and very much
disappointed. I have stated that we arc
very heavily indebted. We have a big
expenditure, a tremendous expenditure.
I intend now to quote the few figures
I intend to use right through the
debate, itnd they are very few. I
lay these facti dl)wn before taking the
proposals of the Government to spend
£1,500,000 in buying a railway line

ialready made, and the proposas of the
*Government to pledge the country to
build another private railway line and
other lines here and there, totalling some
millions of money, without any fore-
shadowing by the Premier as to how the
finances can be arranged and as to where
he can get the money, and as to what
the works will cost, and when they will
be started or finished. Our population
is 250,000. Our indebtedness is some-
where about X16,500,000, that is about
£67 10s. per bead. In 1904 our revenue
wa9 well tip to £4,000,000, or.£16 7s. .5d,
per head. [MR. DIAMOND: That included
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railway revenue.] I am comparing Aus-
tralian States where all railways are
included. The comparison is an em-
nently fair one. We hear propositions
that "You must take out the railways ;"
but even if they are taken out, the people
are still paying the money for the working
of the railways. [MR. DIAbioND: And
getting value.] I will not pursue that
argument farther. This is an Australian
comparison with the average per head of
£7 in the financial year of 1902-3, while
we were paying £16. Queensland is a
State in every way like Western Aus-
tralia in latitude, resources, and in
general configuration, and also in regard
to many industries; but of the two
States Queensland is, inmy opinion, the
richer, having the richer land and being
capable of carrying a denser population
than Western Australia. The population
of Queensland to-day is 512,000, more
than double our population, and the total
expenditure in 1902-S was £3,717,000,
which is something like our own. With
double the population they have an ex-
penditure like our own; or, rather, to-day
we are ahead of Queensland in revenue
and expenditure, while Queensland finds
it a hard task to make ends meet..

THE MINISTER WOE. WORSE: There is
no State battery system there.

MR. MORAN: If there were, their
expenditure might be more to-day.

THE MINISTER Fort LANDS: And there
is no copper smelter.

MR. MORAN: That saves a little
also. Th,,re never was a case where you
could pick two countries and say, " There
is a sewing machine in one and a cream
factory in another," and such minor
details.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
Coolgardie Water Scheme is an old-
fashioned sewing machine! -

MR. MORAN: Taking everything into
consideration, there is a great resemblance
between the two countries. Thanks to
the wise Government of Sir John Forrest
and his old cznServatives, Western Aus-
stralia is a long way ahead of Queens-
land, where there has been a number of
Labour members for a long time. The
presence of Labour members does not
always mean prosperity to a State. I am
of opinion that it does not matter at great
deal. What matters is this: Are the
people of good heart ? Are they con-

fident ? Do they trust their Govern-
ment? Are they opening their pockets
and spending *their mioney ? [MR.
BunGEs: No.] That is what matters to
a country. There we have the fact that.
to-day we are collecting more money than
the State of Queensland. What is the
proposal of the present Government ? I
know I am not in sympathy with many
members on both sides of the House in
regard to this question ; but what is the
proposal of the Government of this
State? To at once, and if they had had
their way apparently to have called a
special Session of Parliament for the
specilie purpose, hurry Western Australia
into another indebtedness of £1,500,000,
or £6 per head on the already grievous
toll we pay to the revenues of the State.
I am told we are getting the railway and
the land in exchange for that money;
bnt when we propose to spend a, million
and a half on building another railway
we get, the railway for it. They say that
is a different proposition, and that if
we do not spend the money we cannot
get the railway. I have yet to learn that
the railway is not ours, and that the lands
are not under the control of this Parlia-
ment to see used and to insist on. their
utilisation and on their undergoing the
same conditions of land settlement as
the lands taken up by people who are so
ably represented by the farming members
in this House. Where is tbe great
distinction?9 Where is the need to rush
into this Parliament and ask the people
to go into debt to the extent of
£1,500,000? Out of that £1,500,000
not a Single copper will be seen in
Western Australia. If you (to not spend
a penny more, the railway and the land
are there; but what is not there is the
cost of running it. [MR. HbRnN: And
the cost of repairing it.] This is the
most important matter before the Parlia-
ment of Western Australia. This matter
which the leader of the Opposition chose
to leave out of the indictment is the one
I bring into the indictment first, and the
one I intend to stand upon. I am not
unwilling to express the opinion that we
should not buy that railway, but Ilam not
going to be bull-dosed into buying it by
the owners of the railway or by the local
banks. It is not a fair proposition to
bring it before Parliament and rush it
through,. and say " Take it now-the 1st
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of June is the last day-or you wil lose
it." The option has been extended to
the 31st July now; and if I have any
voice in Parliament it will still be open
then. Are there any great complaints
against the railway now that make it

urnt to take it over? [MR. Bunons~a
Noeat all.] Then there is no urgency.

Has Parliament lost control over the
railway as an industrial investment?
Not at all. We have every power to
insist that the railway should be run on
decent business lines, and it was supposed
to do that when the company got the
concession. The railway is not in anun-
satisfactory state now. I shall now speak
on the land question. I have often said
in the old Parliament and I once moved
in the old Parliament though I could
not get a seconder, that. an unimproved
land tax should be placed on the Midland
Railway. This woas years before my
friends thought of it. One of the great
faults I had with Sir John Forrest in the
past was in this regard, and I will con-
tinue to say so now, because of his
generosity, largeheartedness. and igenuine
desire to see that every man who invested
mioney in the State got a decent invest-
ment- for he longed to see everybody
doing well, even the foreign investor--
and his desire not to appear to he interfer-
ing with this Midland Railway Company,
which I maintain ought never to have
had any special concession froma this
country, he sheltered them from the
natural law which every settler in this
country* has to undergo when he settles
on the land, that is to improve it. Now
what is the position ? We have in
the Governor's Speech a proposed law
having for its purport that some poor
small insignificant capitalists shall be
made to burst up some rather un-
known estates in Western Australia.
We are freer by far from any curse
of land monopoly, bar the Midland,
than any State in Australia. The one
great exception is the Midland Company's
land. In the same session of Parliament
we are asked to pass a laud tax, and by
the same Government an Act autborising
themn to pay £1,500,000 to people who
have abused the trust imposed on them,
and failed in their task, and now want,
of all people, a Labour Government to
buy them out before the tax can affect
them. The position is an unsound one,

and an absurd one for a Labour Govern-
ment who believe in enforcing people to
live up to their obligations. Why dlid
the present Government introduce this P
Let us not be generous, let us he just
to them. They are actuated, I believe,
by the highest motives that could actuate
any Government. They believe that it is
wise at the present time to buy the line
for Western Australia,. It is the only
motive and it is an honest motive, I am
satisfied; but I disagree entirely with the
proposal, and I say there is no need for
hurry about this deal, and I give my
reasons. There is no need for hurry.
These people either have or have not fli-
filled the spirit of the agreement wade
with the State. We are told -Take it
over. Look at the millions of acres of

1first-class land." Yes; that is what they
*have been doing ever since they got the
concession, and preventing the legitimate
settlers of Western Australia settling the

*land, They have pursued a dog-in-the-
nianger policy fromn beginning to end, to
prevent permanent settlement with a view
to compelling this House, in desperation,
to buy them out. That has been their

*policy from start to finish. If not, why
is it that all the other lands of our fair
State are settledP How is it that we are
having such magnificent development at
Katanniug and other places not so old
and Dot s0 favourably situated as the

*Midland lands ? How is it that develop-
ment has taken place elsewhere than on
the Midland lands? Is it that the people
have not wanted their lands ? They have
given short tenancies, and. things are
worse in that respect than in the old
country. They have prevented the settle-
ment of their lands. They are waiting
for the increased value consequent on the
forward policy of the State, and to force
us to buy them at their own price. Even
if the land be worth the £1,500,000, I am
not going to be dictated to as to when we
should approach the company to buy their
lands. I have quoted figures as to the
indebtedness of the State, and the neces-
sity for proceeding with other works for
which that £21,500,000 is necessary. I
am not going to support the present
Government in coming to any terms with
the Midland Railway Compan y at present.
I prefer to see the consequence of an
uinimproved tax upon land, to which I1
earnestly ask the House to add an
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absentee tax. I think we will find that
the House is master of the situation, so
mnuch so that it can be just. I hope it
will not be unjust to the Midland Coin-
pany. Even if we have to buy that railway,
what shadow of hope does the Premier
hold out that we can get the money and
carry out his policy as well? He has not
tod us where he is going to get the money,
and whether lie is going to put it On thie
market straight away, or how he is going
to pay the interest. He has not told us
anything of the company. We have
other proposalIs beyond this .£1,500,000
on which we can spend. £2,000,000 for
public works. I may as well inform, the
House that I intend waving an amend-
ment to the amendment on the Address-
in-Reply moved by the leader of the
Opposition, in specific words setting out
the opinion of the men on this bench in
reference to transactions and other matters
of policy in this country. We do not
altogether agree with the policy of the
Premier, and on the other side we have
had no word or breath of policy from the
leader of the Opposition. In these cir-
cumstances what are we to do ? We on
this bench have decided to speak out and
tell the country what we think oug-ht to
be done in Western Australia, and we are
going forward with those who will help
to carry out our policy. That is our
position. Seeing that we have had no
policy from the leader of the Opposition,
I cannot forget that be was a Minister
in the late Government whichi we put
out of office, and he is now supported by
mnen who do not agree with the policy of
the late Gorernmuent of which he was a
member. It may be -argued by the leader
of the Opposition, with justice, that it is
not the place of the leader of an Opposi-
tion to put forward a policy when -attack-
ing a Government; and of course that is
in keeping with custom. But looking at
our position, are we to blindly join our-
selves to the present Opposition without
knowing to what we are committing our-
selves? Are we to put this Government
out, without knowing what is the policy
of those who are to succeed it? It
may be that our policy on these benches
is exactly in keeping with the policy of
the leader of the Opposition. I do0 not
know at the present time; hut as far as
I do know I ami not aware that it is.
We are not prepared to a~ccept the pro-

*posed purchase of the Midland Railway
at the present time. [Ma. RtAsox: At
any price.] I am -not going to say any
such thing. I think the price is too
much; and even if Dot too much, r think
the proposition is too hurried. I think
that the Midland Railway Company ought
not to be robbed of this mnagnificent
estate they talk so much about, and that
they ought to be given a, chance of im-
proving it by settling people on their
land; and if, by putting On a. tax.
as a sort of stimulus, we shaell be helping
them to develop this great property, al
the better. Let mec put before the
House what the purchase of this property
means. It means a standig charge o;f
£60,000 a Year for interest, added to
the present charges on the exchequer of
Western Australia, and that would be
statute debt which you could not get
out of. The £60,000 for interest and
£915,000 for sinking fund make a total
of another £75,000 per annum added to
the pulic charge. I may be told in reply
that this would not be national debt, be-
cause you would have got the railway.
Eight millions of our national debt are
made up frow railway expenditure at the
present time, and we do not deduct that
fromn the total national debt. Besides the
£75,000 adlded. is an aunual charge, who
is groing to tell me what we shiall have to
do0 in the waky of improving and stand-
ardising that railway to bring up the
Midland line in keeping with our State
railways ? And above all, could we by
any legitimate means lilt up that property
to the cost of working of our own tuag-
nailicent level of 80 per cent, of the
revenue ? Shall we not have to put on a,
few wore timne-tables and other expensive
improvements for working the Midland
railway on the same system as the other
State lines ? Or is itthat we are to have
the Midland line, after we purchase it,
left as a munning concern at 58 per cent.
working expenses ?-[ME~mBER: 43 per

Icent.]--Well, 43 per cent.; are we to have
that line left as a magnificent example of
private enterprise, so much cuirsed by our

ifriends on the Labour side, in comparison
With the 80 per cent. of the much-
vaunted State system. of railway manage-
ment? For o'ur own credit' we must
harmonise these expenses. They are a
standing disgrace on our boasted blessings
of State progress. I think i have stated
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our position in reference to this railway as
clearly as possible. I do not say it will
not be wise for the State to purchase that
line some time; but whoever proposes to
purchase it should come to this House
with a clear plan. It may be argued by
the Premier, why do you ask for these
details upon a general vote of want-
of-confidence? 'We ask for them be-
cause any member who supports that
purchase, without knowing all the con-
sequences, is sowing trouble for himself
as the session goes on. It will be said
that a member should seek for the in-
formation he desires before voting con-
fidence; and I warn the House against
encouraging such Fabian tactics as wait-
ing a less favourable opportunity of
blocking this alarming present proposal.
I will leave that now, and I am going to
congratulate my friends the Labour party
on the consistency of their policy in con-
nection with the Pilbarra railway line!
As a friend and a very candid critic, I
ama entitled to remnark that this proposal
is scarcely in keeping with the planks ofl
the Labour Government. It is the first
time we have had a proposal to build a

private enterprise railway since respon-
sible government was introduced. Those
terrible old conservatives, Sir John
Forrest and his supporters. did Dot
believe in that. They foughit it tooth
and nail, and did not beieve in handing
the highways of the people over to
private enterprise. But now we are
getting a, bit more conservative, for
we think there are cases in which it
is wise to depart from those "planks,"
and look at a railway question from a
business standpoint. So it wifl be un-
wise to talk so much in the future about
democracy and consistenc 'Y. I congratu-
late the Government on their proposal
for the building of that railway ; I
congratulate the Premier for having had
the courage, in spite of those theoretical
"1planks," to propose the construction of
that railway on a business basis; but I
do not want the Labour party to plume
themselves on their consistency; that is
all. I hope they will remember that if
any other Government were in power and
they were sitting in Opposition, high
heaven would be appealed to against a,
proposal so contrary to the principles of
the Labour party. Yet we had the other
dlay a Labour Congress sitting in Perth,

passing a resolution for a policy to be as
Iirremnova~ble as the stars, against private-
enterprise railways. [Mu. ScADflAN :
Have they not a right to express an opinion

Ias well as any other party ?'] They appear
to have a right, and nobody else appears
to have any right. I am criticising the
fact that the other evening, at the con-
clusion of the Congress, a resolution was
passed unanimously congratulating this

country that for the first time a Labour
Congress was sitting in Perth and a
Labour Ministry was in power. Yet it
seems to ine their policy was so utterly

Idifferent; but they did not say that. If
I am candid and free in my. criticisms,
they are exactly ats I think. I . think it
unwise to he quite so arrogant some-
times about the professions of dewmocracy
and consistency. That is not the worst
of it. I have congratulated the Govern-
ment for having the courage to propose
to build a railway for those people who
have been struggling so long under diffi-
culties in the North-Werit, trying to
develop a good goldfield under great

1difficulties; and I am going to do what I
ican to help in building a line for Pil.
barra. But if this new railway is to be
a standard Government raway, the
proposal means another expenditure
added to our national debt equal to
£750,000, ait 3 per cent.; if the line is

ito be standardised, the cost will he pro-
portionately more, which members can
'work out for themselves. I maintain
that the timne has comne when standard-
ising up to our present railway standard

ishould bea thing of the past -,but that
is another subject on which we have
heard not a word from the present Gov-
ernment. All our professions about

Ibuilding railways will end in nothing,
Iunless we look at the fact that the
Government should be able to butild as
cheaply as can be done by private enter-
prise. As to the Pilbarra line on which
we are asked to guarantee 3 per cent.,
the moment you lend the State guaratee
to that line it is an addition toy your State
debt, and there is no sinking fund. You
arc adding to the national debt of this
State expenses amounting to £500,000 or

* £ 750,000 for the Pilbarraline. Thereis no
talk from the Premier as to whether that
will be a serious position. It is a possible
charge to the revenue of £22,500; but I

*say that if a proper deal is mnade with. an
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able railway engineer and a good firm
who know their business, that line should
not cost half that amount of money; and
therefore the State will only, in that case,
take the risk of X12,50OO -.- what for 1'
For the opportunity of giving to the
Pilbazra, Goldfield a railway which will
be a fructifier of trade, and which has
made fruitful the Vast resources of every
part of the State tha t railways have gone
to. I cannot helpl pointing out the
terrible fact that wh ile we are asked by
the Government on the one band to buy
out a private-enterprise railway, we are
asked on the other hand to build another
private-enterprise railwa 'y by means of a
guarantee. What is the attitude of the
party that keeps the Government in
power on this occasion?- It is a very
serious attitude. It is a very incongruous
attitude. There is to my mind a certain
amount of duplicity about it. I am
sorry to say that here is a Government
which introduced an important plant
into its programme, the Pilbarra railway
line to be built by private enterprise, and
the Government says it will stand or fall
on its main planks. I question whether
the Government has got one 6upporter
in its own party outside the Ministry'
who will vote for this proposition.
That is a position which places the
Government in a very unworthy and
undignified light before this Hous4e. A
few nights a,-,( I went to the meeting of
the Government Whip at Leederville;
and what did I hearV I beard this
private-enterprise railway referred to by
Mr. Gill, and he did not seem very happy
in talking about it. What dlid he advo-
cate ? "1But you may be sure," he said,
" that there is a way of waking the con-.
ditions so difficult that nobody will ever
undertake the building of it." Well,
that is a healthy statement from one who
is almost a Minister! T maintainthat in
comparison with the breaking of a plank
in the Labour platform, that is a break-
ing of the greatest plank of all-oyalty
to one's political head, and loyalty to the
old traditions of responsible govern-
ment itself. [This PREmiER: Mr. Gill
is not quite a Minister.] Well, it is
satisfactory to know that there are in
this House at least six gentlemen who
are quite Ministers, and none of whom
seems to be quite enthusiastic about this
proposition, -although not yet quite game

Ienough to say they do not believe in it.
The rot has got in so far as the Govern-
ment Whip, but it has not yet got into
the Ministry. The Ministry stand with
serried ranks around the plank of private
enterprise, but without a single follower
left. They are good and true men; but
in what position are they placedP The
very position we objected to 'Ar. James
holding when he proposed to carry certain
legislation against the wish's of his fol-
lowers and by the aid of the Opposition.
Such a course mates the Premier

a egr at the door of the leader of
ahegOpoita n for support to carry the
Government planks. I appeal to the
Labour part 'y: is that a dignified positionV
Is it fair, is it just to the men who have
spent much money in going through that
Pilbarra country finding out the con-
ditions, and making an offer to build this

I line ? Is that not a most unworthyv
position for any Government to occupy?
Is it fair to the people of Pilbiarrale We
know by at telegramn with reference to
their public meeting what was their joy
when the Government announced that
this line would be built. Imagine their
disgust when the 'y discover that the party
which keeps the Government in power is
to a man against the Government on this
proposition. Is it only at Labour party
that can break every law of consistency?
Is it only ai Labour patty that ean still
remain intaet though differing from its
Government on those vital planks? Is
this to be the fruit of democracy ? Is
there anything to boast of in this pro-
position, anything to make the Labour
members look scornfully oin those poli-
ticians who do not sign pledges and
platforms to break them, and who make

Ipledges ad promises to the electors for
the purpose of carrying them outP I say
that this is a lesson that ought to he learnt.
I shall not blame the Premier. I believe
him to be one of the most liberal-
miuded men in this State. I believe

Ihim to be entirely in earnest; in fact,
I know that he is in earnest as to

Ibuilding this Pilbarra rilway. But to
the party ;is a whole I appeal. Is the
day not coming for broadening out
from these narrow grooves. Is it not
time, I say, to view the position in
at different light? No matter- what
the planks and provisions of any lparty
may be, the great eternal law of
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compromise comes into play, and there
come times when a responsible Govern-
ment must be given a certain liberty,
must be allowed to view such a proposi-
tion as this in the light of a business
transaction. If that attitude be taken
up, it will bring much closer together all
parties of this House. I was surprised
that the leader of the Opposition also
was silent on this great question. I had
thought it would have been fair criticism
if the bon. member had pointed out that
the Government stood altogether alone,
with no hope of carrying the proposition
in this House withoult the support of his
party. That is the pbosition to-day.
Unless generosity aid liberality enter into
the minds of Labour members, it will not
be possible to carry that Pilbarra railway
without the aid of the Opposition. Going
on a little farther, we come to another
great railway proposal--I mention it with
bated breath and fear and trembling-
the Norseman railway. We have the
intimation that the House is to be asked
to build this line. Was any idea given
during this debate as to its cost, and as to
whether the line was to be standardisedP
Is it to be a standard railwaye I hope
it will not, unless the Norseman field
develops so as to justify the stan.
dardising of that line. I remember
the time when a big section of our
main goldfields line was built for £700
a mile. That has not affected the
fact that to-day the cost of our standard
lines in Western Australia is £96,000 a
mile. The country I refer to, the Norse-
man country, does not present any
engineering difficulties which are absent
in the country traversed by the goldfields
line; in fact, neither country is difficult.
But is the Norseman line to be a standard
line? If so, it will cost X500,000 or
£2600,000. To build the railway at that
cost may or may not be wise ; but we must
not forget the fact that if we build it,
there may be a probable statutory charge
of £83,000 per annum for interest, and
there nay be a loss on working. We are
entitled to know from the Government, is
it their intention to build that railway, or
a section of it first, as any other business
people would build it-lay it down at once
to cart wood over it, and pass an Act
this session giving the Government the
right to build railways below the present
standard, railways good enough for all

putrp~oses, and obliterating the obligation
to build such magnificent and well-fitted
lines as we now have, when there is no
justification for them at all ? One of the
most urgently-needed requirements in the
Parliament of this country is an Act
justifying the building of light railways
on which trains can run at any speed
between 12 and 15 miles an hour, and
which will cost much below the standard
rate per mile. I am delighted to know
that thle prospects of the Norseman Gold-
field look brighter than ever, that the
case for the building of the Norseman

*railway rests on good ground. There will
be no opposition to that line from me;

*but I want the Government to tell me
when they will start it, where the money
is to start it with, and when they will
finish it. [Interjection by Ministerial
member.] If it was the intention of
the Government to build that Norse-

Iman railway, why, oh why, should it he a
fact to-day that the principal argument
for that line would have been removed by

Ithe Government granting a concession to
build a private line in the same direction ?
If not in the same direction, I am firmly
convinced that but for timely inter-
vention on the part of others, the Govern-
ment would have given a concession to
build a tramline south of Lakeside into
the timber country. I have never beard
of such a concession having so quick a
passage through the tortuous channel of
red tape as that seemed to have. The
matter got through so quickly because
there was no possible objection to it on
the part of the Government; but if they
think for a moment, they will not grant
that concession, not only because the line
will tap the same timber country ats the
Norsemnan railway will tap, but because
it will be a powerful rival to the Norseman
railway. [MR. DIAMOND: Nonsense?]
The member for South Fremantle
says nonsense;i but I assure him there is
only one market there, the Kalgoorlie
mines. The concession to build this
tramline, if granted, can feed those minues;
then the Norsemian railway is not required
at all for that purpose. The wood will go
there I am against granting any more
timber-line concessions whilst we have a
proIposal to build a railway to Norseman
to carry that timber; because, if we re-

Imove the need for supply' ing firewood,
Ithe case for the Norseman railway is not
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so good. Here is a Labour Government
proposing to give private people a con-
cession to build a private railway in
opposition to a public railway. [THE
MINISTER FOR LANDS: That is incorrect.]
Do I think the present Government would
approve and grant the concession if the
project appeared in the light which I have
thrown upon it? No; I do not think so.

THE MINISTERa FOR LANDS: We bad
all those points before its ere we con-
sidered it.

MR. MORANi: They had full infor-
mation before they considered it, and
still they were in favour of it? That
makes the case worse.

'MI. DIAMOND: You have not the in-
format-ion, and you do not know anything
about it.

MR. MORAN': The attitude of the
hon. member in relation to the matter
would lead one to think he does not
know too much about it, or else that he
knows too much. Here are the plain
facts. I well know the country in that
neighbourhood, south of Lakeside in any
direction. It is a well-timbered. country,
carrying the best timber I have seen on
the Eastern Goldfields. Now if I am
correct in supposing that a traniline was
going in that direction, I say it was going
to the best timber country there. But
cannot my Government friends see that
if it dlid go there the case for the Norse-
man railway is weakened, since we do not
want two railways to do the work one can
easily do ?

Ma. DIAMOND: The Norseman rail way
will not touch that country at all.,

Ma. SCADDAN: Why should firewood
have to be carried 50 or 60 miles when it
can be procured nearer?

MR. MORAN: Perhaps the member
for Boulder (Mr. Hopkins) will tell you
that there are other places besides Cool-
gardie to be considered in this connection.
However, all these points require explana-
tion. But now I conie to the most im-
portant part of my disagreement with the
Government on general policy. What
about agricultural railways and the policy
of land Settlement? Where has it
evanished to ? We are told that various
railway projects are to be considered.
Various propositions have been con-
sidered by various Ministers for the
construction of agricultural railways in
the Eastern Districts. I want to know

how many agricultural railways the Gov-
erment prolpose to 1bil d during the next
three years-fifty miles or one hundred
miles? I know we grew very eloquent
on this side of the House last session in
our advocac y of the policy, and it went so
far as to bring about an understanding
between this bench (Independents) and
the Government bench. Good so far.
What are the proposals of the Govern-
ment in this matter? What lines are
they going to build ? Where and when are
these to be built' I s it proposed to spend
X100,000, X200,000, £800,000, or
£E500,000 in building these railways?
What money is to be spent out of loan
in building agricultural lines during the
next two or three years F If any lines
are to he built, when and where are they
to be builte This is the time once and
for all to decide. This is the time for
the Government to state frankly and
fairly and to take the House into their
confidence, or do they know exactly
where the State is drifting? We have
no information about the agricultural
railway lines. I will put a few figures
before the House: Midland Railway line,
£1,600,000 ; Pilbarra line, standardised.
X760,000; the Norseman railway, if
standardised .£600,000; agricultural
lines, say £600,000. That amounts to
three and a-half millions of money. But
that is not a very large amount. (Hon.
F. H. PlEaSE interjected.] I am entitled
to presume the building of the railway
lines in the country will be carried out as
we understand them. I know the cost
goes up every year. Has not the hon.
member (Hon. F. H. Piesse) in years
gone by often and often used the same
argument in regard to ever 'Y railway
proposal brought forward? Have we not
heard Sir John Forrest say "The hon.
member says it will cost a thousand
pounds and more; I sav it will only cost
£600 a mile"; but it has costa thousand
pounds a mile all the same. We must
change the system. Without the stand-
ing dish of '* improvements and additions
to opened lines," Ihe Bunbury Harbour
Works, the Fremantle Harbour Works,
possible proposals for three and a-half
millions, if it is not to be three and
a-half millions, what is it to bee Have
the Government any idea of what the
cost is to be ? If they have any idea let
us have it atonce. How do theyintend
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to finance ? When will they start the
works? We do not press them any
closer than we have pressed other Gov-
ernments, but we want to know whither
they are going with their policy. I
come to another very serious omission in
the Governor's Speech, and I say it looks
like an entire lack of bowa fides on the

Part of the Government. Last session
this House approved of a policy of wise
immigration for land settlement. I will
not repeat the arguments we then used
in favour of it. I will not do more than
say to-day-I do not like the word
" immigration," it seems to grate on some
persons' feelings-I have not gone back
one inch in this programme, and. if we
are going to build up a great State, land
settlement stands higher than any pro-
posal that can possibly come before the
country. There is no doubt in my mind-
the more I think of it, the more I am
convinced in the belief -that we are
right when we say the country is not
stable, the country is not in a good
financial way, the country which is
spending four millions on 250,000 people,
the country whose railway lines lead into
a desert, with only one industry and with
no back traffic, the country that fails to
remember that a goldfield is evanescent
and that the agricultural industry is
lasting, the Government that forgets these
is not worthy of the confidence of the
people. Some people do not like the
word "immigration." The member for
Hannanis does not like it; but we are
proud of the fathers and mothers who
bore us and who came from the old
country. Looking right down the hill-
sides from Queensland to Victoria at the
thousands of happy homesteads and
smiling farms, the bnight firesides canved
out of the wilderness and the forests of
the Eastern States, what is there to
be afraid of if some of the same
people who bore us came to Australia
from Great Britain. What is there to
be afraid of ? There seems to be a
strange dread that if we bring one or two
more people to this country somebody will
lose work. I arm as keen to-day, or more
so, as any Minister on the question of
finding work for the unemployed, and if
I had been in their place I would have
found more work for the unemployed

bhan they are doing to-day and without
distressing the country. People should

be found work in connection with this
very scheme of immigration. If the
Government had come to the House and
asked for half a million of money to clear
the lands of Katanning or some other
place, to make them fit for settlement, so
as to utilise the unemployed, the Govern-
went would have shown greater confi-
dence in the State than they' are showing
to-day. It would have been better to do
that than looking to the ordinary ruts of
Government to find some fertility of
intellect. One becomes sick when' one
thinks that one's own father or mother

*would have been considered undesirable
*immigrants to Western Australia if some
people had had something to say in the
matter. When one looks round the
benchies and sees some members, one
wonders where their fathers and mothers
came from. [HoN. F. H. FiEssE : Where
did they come from themselves.] The
hon. member must not mistake the issue.
The question is not where they came
from, but where they are going to. I
want to deal with the people of the
State. It is no use dealing with the
classes, hut I deal with the masses, to
see if there is ainy truth in the theory
that the introduction of men to settle the
soil will interfere with the work of the
State. My policy is if possible above all
things to get the people first with experi-
ence and some money to start with. I
take some interest in this great question,
and I express my belief that for some years
to come we shall get a complete influx from
the other States. We need not dwell on
the question whether it is wise to en-
courage people from the Eastern States.
The position is too absurd. The Eastern
States did not fail to make their undue
representation to our people to go in
with them for Federation. I say, let
Australians know Australia. If Queens-
land wants people to know their lands, I
will placard them throughout Australia.
Thanks to the policy* initiated, with which
I had something to do myself in my
brief reign in the Lands Department in
sending lecturers to the Eastern States-
I think I sent the first lecturer out-we
are getting settlers to come to this
country. He who is watching the pro-
gress of Mr. Wilbur in the Eastern
States will observe this, that \Vest Aus-
tralia, is waking up all Australia. Every
politician in the Eastern States is quoting
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our policy, and asking their Governments,
"1What are you going to do to stop this
exodus F" We are doing work in the
Eastern States for the people there. We
are doing their work for them. When
we have found a home for those who
come to us from the Eastern States,
theme need be no danger of trouble. I
am relying oii the possibilities of Wes-
tern Australia. I am here to reiterate
what I said last session, that it is not a
question of thousands to me on this land
policy I assert without fear of con-
tradiction that if we have lands in
Western Australia which are not capable
of settling thousands, Western Australia
is not going to pull through in the
future, and we have no hope of becoming
a great State. I defy anyone to tell me,
living as we are with our high revenue,
that there is ny channel equal to the
great channel of agriculture which will
bring coin to West Australia in exchange
for produce sent from West Australian
shores. The Goverumefit have not one
word about this in their Speech. I feel
ashamed to think of it. One would have
thought the entreaties and support of
earnest men would have kept the Govern-
ment to their promise. I am not going
for a moment to state that thle Govern-
ment have forgotten this great question,
but certainly the silence is not satisfac-
tory, it is ominous. We are asked to
vote confidence in the Government when
the plank we advocate is not mentioned.
The Premier cannot complain that he has
not had a chance of expounding his
policy. He ought to have expounded
his policy in a no-confidence debate, for
the sake of the country. Have the
Government still failed in the wise policy
of land settlement and immigration?
Are they prepared to say they are read
to spend a large sum of money on it ? Is
it a good scheme to-day for Western
Australia to settle the unemployed diffi-
culty once and for all, for it can he
settled ? Do not make any mistake, for
the unemployed difficulty as far as the
legitimate worker is conlcerned can he
settled; but the unemployed difficulty as
far as the " waster " is concerned niever
will be settled. There should never he a
day in the 865 days of the year, except
Sundays and holidays, in which every
able-bo)died man ougbt not to know where
he (-an go and find a day's work. If land

settlement is to be the salvation of the
State, press on with it for all we are
worth. It is an important matter, I
admit, to pass wise legislation. It is

imortant to pass an unimproved land
ta.It iimportant to see that unionists

get fairly dealt with. We do not quarrel
with the Labour party over these matters;
wit how insignificant are these compared

wihkeeping the ship of State steadily
onward by a wise policy of development,
not only following the well-worn path

I and the high road to success laid down
by past Governments in this matter, hut
as intelligent men, 50 strong to-day, with
the experience of the world in front of
us, with the Eastern States to go b *y,
with an education to understand and a
free Assembly here to debate, we ought
to be able to devise something better
than thes Eastern States to-day. Why
not? Have we lost the genius of our
race to devise? Have we lost the genius
of government? I do not think so. In
this great State, with its magnificent
rainfall, is it impossible to encourage
immigration which will make up for any
decline in the prosperity of other
industries? Take the great industry
represented by the member who has a
peculiar right and privilege to speak upon
it, the timber industry. What is being
done in this State by Parliament? What
is being done by the Government?

IWhat are we doing to take notice that
this industry is languishing somewhat?
Is it wise not to pay attention to the
representation made before us and see
if something canl he done for the industry,
Is it, I repeat, wise to take no notice of
this ? I do not think so. I do not

1 think because the hon. member appears
to have a special brief for this industry,
there is anything wonderful in that, It
is the privilege of any young member, and

Ihis duty, to look after the interests of his
electors. Can we revivify tbe timber
industry? We do not want to interfere
with the Arbitration Court, we do not
want to pull down our own tribunal ; but
can wre do nothing to help the industryP
Oan we do nothing in the way of

Ifreights ?
MR. FtAsow: They have raised the

railway freights.
MR. MORAN: Why not inquire into

this matter, but always remembering this
fact, that the timber when it is going is
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going once for all ? It is very nearly like
gold. It is practically being cut out.
What is being done to replace it with
another industry? [MR. TAYLOR: There
was a Royal Commission last year.] I
have a theory, and I believe I said so last
year : I believe it is possible to employ
to-day a big gang of men to p~lant the
hillsides where jarrab was grown with
whit pine, which is flourishing so

mnificently in the Hlaune] settlement.
I believe It is possible to finance this
scheme on a 2 0-years basis. 1 believe it
is possible to establish a great flax in-
dustry. I said so when I came back from
New Zealand. 1 looked through the parts
of New Zealand where flax was grow-
ing on swamp land like laud we have
here. I think there is a great future in
the flax industry. Here is an opportunity
of providing profitable employment. We
can do it. If you ask me if it can be
done out of reveue and paid for by cash,
I say '- No." It is for the State to
finance these matters, to put them on a I
permane~nt financial basis. Take the
encouragement of the white pine industry
in Western Australia. Members think it
a trifle, but I do not. I think we could
finance it on a twenty-years basis. The
return would come in gradually, and we
should get a rich repayment for the
money expended. I think the, credit of
the State good enough for it. There are
50 ways whereby a live Government can
fertilise the industries of this State. Let
us have any amount of socialism, as it is
called. Let us have a Government look-
ing round the State everywhere and
seeing means and channels to help
people. I am giving one example
which overshadows all else, the question
of land settlement ; but there are many
other ways in which the devevelopment
of this State can be encouraged. It is
in these things I maintain the Govern-
ment have not shown that fertility of
resource which I contend they might have
shown. I will not detain the House much
longer. I am a good hand at preparing
notes, but a bad one in dealing with
them : they seem to be a sort of ineum-
brance. I pass on to say, do not let land
nationalisation interfere with land settle-
ment. It ought to be the ambition of
every public man in Western Australia,
to see agricultural people settle here.
We ought to put that first, and we will

fight out the battle afterwards when the
time comes as to land nationalisation.
But do not let us be in a hurry. New
Zealand is trying the experiment, and let
us see the result there. I assure the
Labour party that where we have demo-
cratic power and voting power, we need
fear no bogey with regard to laud. Let
us give the people a chance of getting aL
title to their own small piece of land.
Just a little while ago the Premier
thought fit to change the personnel of his
Cabinet. I am of opinion that action
caused him some little worry for a, week
or two afterwards. I do not know whether
I am correct or not, but I did fancy that
I met a woolly-woolly willy-willy once or
twice in the gangways of the House, of a
few Labour members discussing the
situation, and I will say this-they are
true and genuine democrats. They have
no sort of reverential awe for their leader,
I may assure you. Their expressions
were at times painful, frequent, and
free about that transaction. Hut this is
the serious part of it to me. We I think
as a House were very' generous to the
Ministry last session, to new men. It
can never be forgotten that they were
new men, and to their credit they have
dlone fairly- well. The Premier has
displayed an amount of ability which
does him credit. He had only had
three years' parliamentary experience,
and no experience at all of office. He has
been in myopinion a safe anchor as far
as any danger from the Labour party
rushing this State into devious paths or
dangers is concerned. On the whole, I
should say he has, according to his lights
of administration, conducted himself with
great credit in his position as Premier of
this State. Last session lie asked of us
specially here that we should give him
our support. He asked that he might
be allowed to get into recess to acquire
some experience of office, and he got into
recess. It is altogether an unfair pro-
position to change the whole of the
Ministry of that time, for remember
those who were not changed in personnel
were changed in office. It is too much
to ask the House again to continue to
allow these new men to drift on without
having any special knowledge of the
departments in which they are; for after
all we cannot forget this, that it is no
use being too generous and being unjust.
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William Pitts do not grow on jarrab
trees in Western Australia.. I should
say this, and I hope that I will not be
disrespectful or unfair in any sense of the
word : it is rather a serious matter for
Western Australia if she cannot get
some little experience in the ranks of
those who are controlling this great
national machine with an expenditure of
£5,000,000i per annum. Generosity can
go too far. I plead before the coutntry
and the House, on behalf of this bench
anyhow, that we are not men devoid of
parliamentary experience, however little
ability we may hiave. We are perfectly
willing to give the Premier the right to
select his own team on the grounds on
which he did select them when we put
him into power, and lie selected them by
the only method that appeared open to
him consonant with the fact that it was
necessary to select that team from the
chosen Labour circle, with which we did not
quarrel, and regarding which we sought to
enter no objection. What was the
method of selection? It might not
have been the wisest in the world.
There were six members belonging to the
Labour party who had had a little
parliamentary experience, two or three
years, and out of 22 the problem in front
of the Premier was what was he to do in
selecting his Cabinet? And he said,
1There are five old fellows, and there is

a, balance of the new fellows. Now there
may be some ability amiongst the newI
oneis." I maintain there is a tremendous
amount of ability around these benches
here. The world will find it out when
they are dead (general laughter), because
"the good men do lives after them."
The Premier was placed in that dilemma.
I speak freely. I hope that I an entitled
to sufficient respect from the members in
this Parliament who know me, and the
people of the country, for people to know
that I have no personial feeling about the
matter whatever. My highest and noblest
desire has been to come to the highest civil
function that man can perform in taking
part in the government of the country.
I speak without prejudice, but the
Premier was like a lady coining out on a
mail boat from the old country, who had
so many suitors for her hand that she
was in a dilemma, as to which to select, so
she consulted the captain. The captain
could not think of anything better than.

this proposal, which he finally propounded
and she accepted. One day in very very
smooth waters and where there was no
danger, she fell overboard. There was a
boat handy. "1Now," hie said, "1try the
sincerity of those men. You take who-
ever jumps in and pulls you out of the
water." And she gracefully fell in, as
they know how to do. Immediately after-
wards t hree of the fou rsuitors fell i n too.
"Well," she said, " captain, whatt am I
to do now le" The captain replied, " The
only thing I can recommend you to do is to
take the dry one." So the Premier had in
this case nothing to do but to take the old
ones and make a team of them, which lie
did accordingly. I can say this for that
team, that they did not do badly, they
did not do badly at all; and as far as this
bench is concerned we some little time
ago decided that although the aduxinistra-
tion of the G over nment did not show very
great sense of reform, een)nomy, and
strength, and we were prepared to say so,
we thought thatas far as we were concerned
they were on the whole deserving of
another term of office, that they were on
the whole entitled to keep our support for
another session. to and behold! Within
a few days of the time for Parliament to
meet, the Premier sees fit to introduce a
new team to Parliament. Therein Ithink
he is trying the loyalty of his followers a
bit too much. After all, it is a6 serious
matter. I may ask this House, what is
there that stamps out an 'y of the gentle-
men of the Ministry beyond the ordinary
member of Parliament by which they
should be judged as men whbo are fitted,
in an entirely new experience, to take
charge of the destinies of this State ? As
I said before.. anud I am leading up to it,
there is altogether too keen a desire on
the part of young members of this House
-1 do not think it is confined to
one side- to achieve to Cabinet rank.
I have never yet disctovered in any of them
that marked ability that distinguished
William Pitt and made him Premier at
25. He was the special product of a
special age, under special circumustances.
He was trained from infancy to -that life
He was the son of a great father. It was
almost his instinct. There is too much
keenness in this House on the part of
new men straight off the grass to fancy
themselves statesmen. I think it is a
noble thing, a great privilege, to be

[ASSE,%1J31jY,] seewol Jinendfuent.
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allowed to be ten years in Parliament;
and I think the usual understanding is
that a man is well fitted by having a few
years of parliamentary experience before
he takes Ministerial office. I speak
feelingly on the matter, because I have
seen the thing on both sides of the House;
and I suppose the Premier will sympathise
with me. I have come to a conclusion,
and I think it is a just one, that there is
too great a disparity between Cabinet
rank and thp ran k of the f ree and inde-
pendent member of Parliament. I think
these considerations very often seriously
affect the just appreciation as to who
are the best men to administer the affairs
of the State. At the p~resent time we
are introduced to a new team of men. Of
the two new Ministers nothing but good
can be said. They are high-minded,
honouratble, and capable men; but still
after all, are they not now men ? The
Minister for Works, who we are told did
good work during recess-is he Minister
for Works nowY No. He is introduced
to the House in a new position altogether.
Is that right? Is it fair? I do not
think it isfair to the House. I would
not for the world intrude on the privileges
of the Premier to trim his team in his own
manner; yet we are faced with a pro-
gramme outlined and proposals that would
tax the brains of the most experienced
men in the House, men not only with
long parliamentary experience, but with
long periods of Ministerial office. It is a
programme which I defy anybody to say
new Ministers can have any conception of
whatever. TheyV cannot know where the
ship of State is drifting. They could
after 12 months' experience; but where
are the men who have had 12 months'

eprece? They are all gone. The
Peiralone remains as Treasurer. 1

am sorryv the mnember for Kanowna is
away, because I was going to compliment
him on the promotion he got. I listened
to the Premier at Subiaco when he
spoke of the lion. membher as being
the greatest authority on mining, and a
man in whom he had every confidence to
fill the portfolio of Minister for Mines-
my friend the late leader of the Labour
party, Air. Hastie, who did not do bad
work in the Mines Department. He did
good work there, and knew a good deal
about the department; and be it said to
his honour, he was a man with a very fair

sense of justice, who according to his
lights held the balance true between
labour and capital. Give him his due.
He, the mran who was boasted of so
recently at Subiaco as a mining man, is
now-well, I do not wish to be rude, but
he seems to bec promoted to the position
of Minister for petticoats. He is Minister
for Labour; and wve are asked to look on
him as a gentleman who was a most
experienced Minister for Mines. Another
gentleman (Bon. J. 31. Drew) -it is true
he is in another plae--did good work in
the Lands Department. He is a native
of the soil, well ascquainted with the con.
ditions of settlement, and a man in whom
all sides of the House had every confi-
dence. I do not think even the member
for York can find any great fau It with that
gentleman. [MR. Buaoxs: Yes; great
fault.] Thea my rule is proven, for I
have found the exception. Why is the ex-
Minister for Lands not now in that
department, and whom have we in his
stead P I hold that his successor (Hon.
T. H. Bath) is a gentleman who knows
nothing at all of. the conditions of land
settlement in Western Australia. There
is this to be said for the present Minister :
none will work harder or try harder to
become n afait with all those conditions,
none will struggle more earnestly than
he to make himself acquainted with the
conditions of land settlement; and I am
sure there will be none more high-minded
and none broader in mind than. he. But
all who sit in Parliamnict to-dayv know
the need for Ministers who thoroughly
understand the game from beginning
to end; and there is not a mewber
of the present Government who knows
anything at all about any part of
the country, save one. Even the Premier
himself, I was ashamed to see when he
went to Katanning to introduce the
Federal members to that place, stated he
himself was glad to be there for the first
time in his life. He had been telling the
Federal members, while on the journey to
Katauning, of its agricultural resources;
Yet he was there for the first time with
those vaitors whom he was telling all
about the place ! I say the present
Minister for Lands does not know very
much about the conditions of land settle-
ment. In the face of this, we are entitled

ito expect from the Ministry the fullest
;explanation they can give us, and to
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know what are their intentions. Of the
Minister for Works (Hon. P. 3. Lynch),
I can say he is a man of considerable
experience, a man of very high ideals, and
a man whom we were all anxious to see
win his election, and sorry to see that as
a man he was opposed. I can safely say
that. If I were asked, are thelMinistry
second to any in Western Australia in
high ideals and good intentions, in a
desire to do their very best for Western
Australia, I should say "'No ; they are
not." But were I asked, are they at all
equal in efficiency to some other Ministries
of Western Australia, I should say like-
wise, "No; they are not equal." I am
not hypocritical enough to say, and have
no reason to Say, what I do not believe.
One does not discover in Ministers that
magnificent confidence in this country,
that wide and extended knowledge of it
from Kimberley to Esperance, a know-
ledge of every creek and every valley far
and wide, which the old leader of this
House had; that knowledge which made
him (Sir 3. Forrest) such a tower of
strength to the Administration. Where
is his equal to-day ? Not to be found in
the present Ministry.

MR. FRNKx WILSON: You cannot
expect it. They were not born in the
country.

MR. MORAN: We can at least expect
that the Ministry ought to have a fair
knowledge of this country. In making
the comparison I am endeavouring to
point out that to-day we have not any
Ministers with that comprehensive
knowledge of the affairs of the State
which we have a right to expect. As to
ability, I think the Premier has shownt
marked ahility. For a man with so little
experience, I mayv say of the world and of
big concerns, for a man who I suppose
has not bandied a great deal of capital
or controlled many thousands of men in
his rimeo. I say he has exhibited marked
ability in conducting the affairs of this
State. And one can only wish on his
behalf that lhe had with him in his
Ministry men of parliamentary ex-
perience and business experience; for
after all we need business experience.
The Premier needs around him col-
leagues who have been accustomed to
handle men and money. Ministers are
handling five millions of money and
managing a great civil service. I wish

the Premier had the opportunities that
other Premiers have had, and I do not
doubt for a moment that he would then
have made and would still make a success
of his position. I deeply regret the fact
that he hadl to change his team a few
weeks ago; that he had to part with two
of his colleagues-men who bad the
respect of this (Independent) bench any-
how; men who had considerable experi-
ence. I believe that in the, member for
Blount Margaret (Mr. GP"Taylor) one
can safely say there is a man who ought
to know what Australia is like, who
ought to be able to give rational opinions
on many matters which come before
Cabinet. And one must express great
regret that the member for Murchison
(AMr. J. B. Holman) is sitting in his
present position (Government cross-
bench). As for me, I think it was
a pity that the Premier should face this

IHouse with a new team, changed in
every particular--in personnel in some
vases, and in office in every other case.
It is my intention to move an amendment
to the amendment moved by, the leader
of the Opposition (Mr. Rason). Very
few more words are necessary. I have
but to say that I think we (Independents)
are called on to express our opinions on
the politics of Western Australia; to
express our ideals as a small party; to
show that we have not c-hanged in one
particular. The ideals of last Session
are still our ideals. We have no pre-
judices; we are a democratic party; we
believe in progress, and we believe above
all in efficiency, in statesmanship if
possible, in a thorough grasp of the
affairs of this great country; for if we
can secure these, I shall have no doubt
but every confidence as to its bright
future. The finances of the State may
get into troubled waters. We are not the
moasters of finance. The tariff may or
may not hamper us to a large extent;
but do not forget that even if we have a
deficit, even if we have financial trouble
in the State, that, will not so greatly
affect the State if the people living in it
have confidence, and work at their voca-
tions; if they are going ahead in the
belief that, although there may be some
financial trouble for the Government,
there are brighter days in store. What
we need in West Australia to-day is a
renewal of the buoyancy and hope we
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used to have in the old days; a belief in
her future, a recognition of her diffi-
culties, a true appreciation of her present
position and her altered circumstances,
and patriotic public men who hold it as
their highest privilege to lie members of
Parliament first, and anything else that
position may lead to afterwa rds. I am
therefore obliged to wove the amend ment
to the amendment before the House;
because, as I say, we have no indication
of the policy of the maover of that amend.
ment. We know the policy of the Premier,
and we want something more than that.
We know that we do not agree with
some features of it. I wish to say now
that the utmost cordiality and friendship
exist between the Government and the
members of this (Independent) party.
That friendship exists as it did last year,
personally and to a large extent politi-
cally between the members of the Labour
party and of this small and in other cir-
cumstances insignificant party, but one
which is now of some little importance.
I speak in all earnestness when I say
that I have formed friendships with those
who sit near me. I cannot help it. Pro-
pinquity and surroundings will impress
tbems-Aves on one's mind. I have
formed friendships here with men with
whom I have worked. I do not know
why there should be any difference
between the friendships formed with any
other politicians and those formed with
the Labour party, except in some
imaginary barrier which separates men
who have signed a pledge which they
cannot kieep, and others who have given
pledges which they frequently cannot
carry out because circumnstances arise to
prevent them in both cases. The utmost
harmony and good feeling still exist;
and however large or small this (Inde-
pendent) party may be, I wish to say it
is as united to-night as any party ever
formed in Western Australia.. [Mu..
Buntaps There are only four of you.]
But we are a very important four. If
tbere is loyalty on both sides of the
House, then there is an awful lot of im-
portance attached to this party. But if
there is a weakness on either side, if
there is a wobble in either of the "tails,"
then the party is discounted. But whether
for good or ill, I intend to move an
amendment to the amendment of the
leader of the Opposition; and may

amendment will. express the convictions
of this (Independent) party in reference
to the present position. WYhere that
amendment takes us we will follow with
the same loyalty as we exhihited when we
secondedI tile efforts of the Labour party
to put their predecessors out of power.
I hope we shall above all things be explicit,
and express our political views clearly and
openly, as I intend to do in this amend-
ment. My amendment is that in Mlr.
Rason's amendment all the words after
"1we" be struck out, and the following be
inserted in lien:

-are of opinion that the Government were
not jutstified in agreeing to recommend the
purchase of the Midland line and lands for
£1,500,000, in view of the present financial
needs of this State in connection with a develop-
mental policy; and especially in view of the
fact that the Midland Company has not in our
opinion observed the spirit of its contract by
legitimately developing its lands. That the
absence of any reference to a comprehensive
sche ins of land settlement by suitable settlers
possessed of agricultural experience and if
possible of some financia means, is not c~on-
sistent with the expressed policy of the
Government last session, and the appointment
of an expensive Royal Commission to inquire
into the subject. We are of opinion that such
a land policy is of the first imnportftnce to the
welfare of this State. We regret that the
Government have not given the House a clear
financial istatement of ways and means in
connection with the large expenditure fore-
shadowed.
That covers the ground on which I have
add ressdl the House. I think it is a fair
statement to wake. It is what we require,
and what we think and what we hold
to. It may be in sympathy with one side
of the House or the other; but certainly
it is the policy that should be carried out
in the present condition of Western
Australia. It is what we want to see
carried out, and we will do our best
to see it is carried out. I1 have to tender
my warmest thanks to members for griving
me such patient and attentive bearing.
I do nt think we could have spoken
earlier. Wu speak at the first possible
moment. I think I have put the views
of this party as clearly asi possible. I
hope I have not said anything unkind to
any Ministers, for I have the greaest
possibl e regard f or th emn; and I hope the
debate will remove from Parliament any
doubt as to the existence of three parties.
' MR. 11, BSowN: The yes-no p~arty.] It is
nto wonder they say "Nko" when some of
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the hon. moetbers sentiments aire ex-
pressed. There is not too much sympathy
between ourselves and the hou. member's
ideas. He has tootmany bogeys. He sees
things, too often. I have mu~ch pleasure
in moving this amendment, and I hope it
will lead ou the part of this House to a
clear exposition, perhaps on the part of
the Opposition, certainly on the part of
members, of their beliefs in the present
policy of the Government. I thank the
House for its patient bearing.

MR. A. J. WILSON: I second the
amendment.

On motion by the MINISTER FOR LANDS,
debate adjourned.

REGULATIONS UNDER WORKERS' COM-
PENSATION ACT, TO DISALLOW.

Message with Resolution received from
the Legislative Council, affirming that
the amended Regulations under the
Workers' Compensation Act be dis-
allowed, and requesting the Assembly's
concurrence therein.

On motion by Mu. RAsoN, resolved
that the consideration of the message be
made an order for the 2nd August.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at seven minutes

past 10 o'clock, until the next day.

Thursday, 20th July, 1905.
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THE ACTING PRESIDENT took the
Chair at 4-30 o'clock p.m.

PRAYERS.

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.
FIFTH DAY OF DEBATE.

Resumed from the previous day.
HoN. C. E. DE~MPSTER (East): In

resuming the debate, I have first to con-

gratu late the Acting President, as other
members have done, in being elected to
preside during the absence of tbe Presi-
dent; and we are all confident that you,
sir, will perform the duties satisfactorily
to this House. We all hope that the
President ma~yhave a safe and prosperous
return to this State, fully restored to
health. Looking at the paragraphs in
the Speech of His Excellency setting
forth the policy of the Government
for the current year, and reading it
carefully, I think it is the most un-
satisfactory address of the kind ever
laid before Parliament. We are told
that the mining, agricultural, and pas-
toral industries are flourishing; and
while these congratulations are justified,

II do not know that any of the benefits to
these industries is to be credited to the
present Government. The progress of
the mining industry is referred to, and
this reminds us that veryv few discoveries

Ihave been made of late; indeed it seems
extraordinary that all the good things
existing on those goldfields should have
been discovered during the first few years
of settlement. The present position shows
that the prospector ought to receiveinore
consideration than he has got in the past.
I am convinced that every assistance

IShould be given to encourage farther
researches in auriferous country, and that
any money expended in assisting pros-
pectors to make farther mining develop-
ments will be for the benefit of the State
as well as for those who undertake the
arduous work of prospecting in the back
country. We know that it is practically
impossible at the present time for a
prospector who discovers. a good show
to turn it to account, without some
assistance in the way of capital; an'd the
fewness of the discoveries which have
been made in recent years may be
attributed, in a great measure, to the
want of sufficient means on the part of
prospectors for developing properties
when they discover something good. It
would be wise on the part of the Govern-
ment to assist prospectors ats far as

*possible. Referring to agriculture, this
industry is one of the most important in
the State, and its recent development has
been sufficiently great to satisfy anybody.
The records of the Survey Department
show the great amount of land which has

*been taken up and is being cultivated by


